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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Computational Methods and Analyses in Comparative Genomics and
Epigenomics

by

Qian Peng
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, San Diego, 2012
Professor Pavel A. Pevzner, Chair
Professor Joseph E. Ecker, Co-Chair

As biological problems are becoming more complex and data growing at a rate
much faster than that of computer hardware, new and faster algorithms are required.
This dissertation investigates computational problems arising in two of the fields: comparative genomics and epigenomics, and employs a variety of computational techniques
to address the problems.
One fundamental question in the studies of chromosome evolution is whether
the rearrangement breakpoints are happening at random positions or along certain
hotspots. We investigate the breakpoint reuse phenomenon, and show the analyses that
support the more recently proposed fragile breakage model as opposed to the conven-

xiv

tional random breakage models for chromosome evolution.
The identification of syntenic regions between chromosomes forms the basis
for studies of genome architectures, comparative genomics, and evolutionary genomics.
The previous synteny block reconstruction algorithms could not be scaled to a large
number of mammalian genomes being sequenced; neither did they address the issue of
generating non-overlapping synteny blocks suitable for analyzing rearrangements and
evolutionary history of large-scale duplications prevalent in plant genomes. We present
a new unified synteny block generation algorithm based on A-Bruijn graph framework
that overcomes these shortcomings.
In the epigenome sequencing, a sample may contain a mixture of epigenomes
and there is a need to resolve the distinct methylation patterns from the mixture. Many
sequencing applications, such as haplotype inference for diploid or polyploid genomes,
and metagenomic sequencing, share the similar objective: to infer a set of distinct assemblies from reads that are sequenced from a heterogeneous sample and subsequently
aligned to a reference genome. We model the problem from both a combinatorial and
a statistical angles. First, we describe a theoretical framework. A linear-time algorithm
is then given to resolve a minimum number of assemblies that are consistent with all
reads, substantially improving on previous algorithms. An efficient algorithm is also
described to determine a set of assemblies that is consistent with a maximum subset of
the reads, a previously untreated problem. We then prove that allowing nested reads or
permitting mismatches between reads and their assemblies renders these problems NPhard. Second, we describe a mixture model-based approach, and applied the model for
the detection of allele-specific methylations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the rapid advancement of technology, there has been an explosion of data
in the field of biology. For instance, one of the latest next-generation sequencing systems1 can generate hundreds of gigabases of data (the base refers to DNA subunits) thus
claiming to be able to sequence an entire human genome in a matter of a day. It can be
recalled that the Human Genome Project that determined the complete sequence of the
three billions bases of the human genome was an international effort of thirteen years
started slightly over two decades ago (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001). While the
human genome project was a tremendous accomplishment, the subsequent events have
shown that having the sequences and even the entire genome is not the end but rather
the beginning. To extract information from the data and to understand the biological
implications are among the ultimate goals.
To make sense of the vast amount of biological data, mathematical techniques
and algorithms, oftentimes rather sophisticated ones, have become indispensable. As
biological problems are becoming more difficult and complex, new algorithms are required. As data grows at a rate much faster than that of computer hardware, faster
algorithms are called for.
Biological problems are quite diverse. Appropriate techniques are therefore required by individual tasks. On one hand, one problem may be approached from various
angles, each angle providing a new insight or addressing some particularities of the biological problem of interest. On the other hand, seemingly unrelated biological questions
1

Illumina HiSeq 2500

1

2
may be modeled by the same mathematical framework; as a result, they may be treated
as different applications of the same theoretical problem and resolved by essentially the
same algorithm.
This dissertation investigates computational problems arising in two of the
fields: comparative genomics and epigenomics. Comparative genomics studies the relationships of different species. The focus point of the dissertation in this area is the
detection of similar regions in genomes and the analysis of chromosome evolution. It
offers an algorithm that unifies the detection for syntenic regions and large scale duplications, although the two phenomenons have resulted from very different evolutionary
paths. While the main subject of genomics is the DNA sequence that encodes the hereditary information, epigenomics studies the modifications on the genetic materials and
their consequences; one of such modifications is on the DNA sequence. The central
problem this dissertation attempts to resolve in this area is motivated by the need to
detect the distinct patterns of the modifications from a mixture of epigenomes. The associated computational problems have a broad range of applications much beyond the
epigenomics.

1.1

Chromosome evolution and genomic architecture
Genomes change constantly. During the course of evolution, genomes under-

went both local and global changes. At one end of the spectrum there are point mutations, micro insertions and deletions. At the other end of the spectrum are large-scale
duplications and genome rearrangements at the chromosome level, such as large inversion, translocation, fusion and fission. The structure of genomes therefore holds the
secrets of the evolutionary history of species. The study of genomic architecture and
rearrangements is to unlock such secrets. To understand the architecture of a genome,
the genome itself is oftentimes insufficient. Through the study of genomic structural and
functional relationships between different species, comparative genomics offers powerful insights into the evolution of species.
Identifying syntenic regions and quantifying evolutionary relations between
genomes is one of the central themes of comparative genomics. The early study of con-
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served segments between different species were mainly based on comparative genetic
maps (Copeland et al., 1993; DeBry and Seldin, 1996; O’Brien et al., 1999), which are
of much lower resolution than genomic sequences. Genomic sequences revealed substantially more rearrangements including relatively short rearrangements, which are referred to as micro-rearrangements, that were invisible in mapping data. While several algorithms had been developed to successfully deal with these short rearrangements (Waterston et al., 2002; Pevzner and Tesler, 2002; Darling et al., 2004b; Bourque et al.,
2005b), they were mostly designed while having a small set of mammalian genomes in
mind. When similar approaches are extended to a much larger number of genomes and
to plant genomes that have special characteristics, new problems arise and new algorithms are required.
Once the homologous regions are identified between two or more species, the
rearrangement study attemps to recover the rearrangement events that happened between
the genomes, or in other words, to find a sequence of events that transfer one genome
to another. One immediate question is that where in the genomes these rearrangement
events happen and whether they happen at random locations or whether there are certain
regions in genomes where these events happen more frequently.

1.1.1

Large-scale and whole genome duplications
As mentioned earlier, large-scale duplication is one type of global genomic

structural change. Sometimes whole chromosomes may be duplicated, which is referred to as Whole Genome Duplication (WGD). If the resulting organism has maintained more than two sets of the chromosomes, it is referred to as polyploidy. From
the genomic structure point of view, one characteristic that distinguishes plants from
animals is that while all genomes have duplicated regions, duplicated regions in plants
are much more pervasive: up to 70% of all plant species have polyploid origin (Wendel, 2000). Studies have shown that there were extensive duplications covering much of
the dicotyledon model plant Arabidopsis thaliana genome, followed by mutations, gene
losses and genomic rearrangements (Blanc et al., 2000; Vision et al., 2000; Blanc et al.,
2003).
Gene duplication is an important force in evolution, because duplicated genes
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can supply genetic raw material for the emergence of new functions through mutation
and natural selection. Most duplications are of individual genes or genomic segments.
In 1970, Ohno in his seminal Evolution by Gene Duplication (Ohno, 1970) postulated
whole genome duplication as an important evolutionary mechanism. The WGD has
since been demonstrated in multiple species (Vision et al., 2000; Kellis et al., 2004;
Dehal and Boore, 2005). Many plants have gone through one or multiple cycles of
WGD. The fate of duplicated genes may be nonfunctionalization, neofunctionalization
or subfunctionalization (Lynch and Conery, 2000). Subsequent genomic architectural
changes further render the duplications difficult to detect.
To characterize the duplication events, the first step is to identify the duplicated
regions. From a computational perspective, methods of constructing duplicated blocks
within a genome can be similar to those of constructing synteny blocks between two
genomes.

1.1.2

Synteny blocks
The identification of homologous regions between chromosomes forms the ba-

sis for studies of genome architectures, comparative genomics, and evolutionary genomics. The homologous regions can be within the same genome, as what would happen with duplications, or between different genomes when we compare two or more
genomes with each other. The homologous regions are called paralogs (or duplicated
regions as being referred previously) within the same genome, or orthologs if between
different genomes. Homology search can be based on either colinearity or synteny.
Colinearity refers to conserved segments (Nadeau and Taylor, 1984) with preserved gene contents and gene orders between two species without interruption by rearrangements. The conservation of gene orders may sometimes be relaxed (Sankoff et al.,
1997). It is more applicable at the level of genes or comparative mappings. At higher
resolutions such as with genomic sequences, colinearity becomes limiting because of
many micro-rearrangements that are invisible at low resolutions. To compare genomes
at sequence level, the concept of synteny is employed, although synteny can be equally
applied to genes or mappings. Synteny blocks are “conserved segments” between two
genomes without requiring continuous similarity between the segments of two genomes
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as in colinearity (Pevzner and Tesler, 2002); instead, they may consist of many short regions of similarity interrupted by dissimilar regions and gaps. Pevzner and Tesler (2002)
detailed an algorithm to construct synteny blocks between two genomes.
The comparative studies are not limited to two genomes obviously. The need
to find synteny blocks across multiple genomes is only growing and the number of
genomes is growing rapidly. The input to synteny block generation algorithms between
two genomes are best bidirectional local similarities (local alignments or pairs of similar
genes), referred to as alignment anchors (Pevzner and Tesler, 2002). Many tools are
available to generate such anchors (Kent, 2002; Ma et al., 2002). Note that the anchors
can also be between different regions of the same genome. In general, the traditional
way of reconstructing synteny blocks between k genomes (where k ≥ 2) was to first
find k-way alignment anchors between the genomes. This approach is limiting however
as the number of k-way anchors decreases quickly as the number of genomes, k, grows.
From an algorithmic perspective, the problem of detecting synteny blocks across
multiple genomes is similar to determining duplicated blocks of a single genome if the
multiple genomes are concatenated. The two problems are in fact one and can be dealt
with as such. Chapter 3 describes such an algorithm that unifies the detection of synteny blocks and the detection of duplicated blocks and that overcomes the limitations of
previous algorithms.

1.1.3

Breakpoint graph and A-Bruijn graph
The most common rearrangements are inversions (or reversals). Watterson

et al. (1982) and Nadeau and Taylor (1984) first introduced the concept of breakpoint
to relate to the reversal distance problem. The reversal distance problem can be thought
as sorting a signed permutation with the minimum number of reversals into an identity permutation. Bafna and Pevzner (1995, 1996) introduced the breakpoint graph that
allows one to find the reversal distance. Hannenhalli and Pevzner (1995) further developed a polynomial algorithm for the reversal distance problem based on the breakpoint
graph. Figure 1.1 (Pevzner and Tesler, 2002) details how a breakpoint graph can be
constructed from synteny blocks between X-chromosomes of human and mouse. At the
end of the construction, what we are left with are interleaving cycles each alternating
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Figure 1.1: Construction of the breakpoint graph from synteny blocks. (a) Solid path
through human. (b) Dotted path through mouse. (c) Superposition of paths. (d) Remove
blocks to obtain cycles. (Pevzner and Tesler, 2002)
between human and mouse.
The synteny block generation algorithm that will be detailed in Chapter 3
is based on an A-Bruijn graph framework. The A-Bruijn graph was first introduced
in Pevzner et al. (2004) as a generalization of the de Bruijn graph (de Bruijn, 1946) for
repeat classification. It can be defined for any set of pairwise alignments thus having
a broad range of applications beyond repeat classification. A careful analysis reveals
that A-Bruijn graph is equivalent to the breakpoint graph in synteny representations (see
Figure 3.1).
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1.1.4

Breakpoint reuse
One fundamental question in the studies of chromosome evolution is whether

the rearrangement breakpoints are happening at random positions or along certain
“hotspots” in a genome. Since the landmark paper by Nadeau and Taylor (1984), the
studies of chromosome evolution were dominated by the random breakage theory first
postulated by Ohno (1973), suggesting that there are no rearrangement hotspots in human genome.
In 2003, Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) refuted the random breakage model by
showing that any transformation of mouse gene order into human gene order would require a large number of breakpoint reuses. Substantial breakpoint reuse implies that the
rearrangement breakpoints form clusters, a contradiction to the random breakage model.
They proposed an alternative model of chromosome evolution: fragile breakage model.
This ignited a debate between the supporters of the two models. One central point of
the argument is whether the breakpoint reuse phenomenon is merely an artifact of the
synteny block construction. Chapter 2 addresses this issue through both simulations and
whole genome rearrangement analysis in human and mouse. It further offers one potential explanation for the breakpoint reuse phenomenon by exploring the link between
rearrangements and regulatory regions.

1.2

Epigenome analysis and multiple sequence assembly
The growth of technology and the rapid decrease of related costs have opened

new fields of research or changed course for existing ones. Prior to the high throughput
sequencing technology, computational epigenetics was mostly limited to the predication
of epigenetic states from the characteristics of genome sequence (Bock and Lengauer,
2008). Sequences of epigenomes have now been produced at unprecedented resolution
and speed. New questions are being asked and new knowledge learned by interrogating
this slew of data.
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1.2.1

Referenced sequencing
DNA sequencing experiments determine the sequences of nucleotides appear-

ing in fragments of DNA molecules from some biological sample. When one of these
DNA fragments is examined by a sequencing instrument, the sequence of nucleotides
is produced as a string usually referred to as a read. Each sequencing experiment produces a set of reads, regardless of the details of the sequencing technology. The set of
reads is usually extremely large. The reads provide information to help understand
some aspect of the DNA molecules from the original sample of cells. The current
second-generation sequencing (or equivalently, next-generation sequencing) technology
has vastly improved both throughput and cost of sequencing experiments (Shendure and
Ji, 2008). High throughput sequencing technologies typically produce tens to hundreds
of million reads per experiment at a cost currently accessible to most laboratories; the
cost is still falling rapidly.
The length of the reads in these experiments is usually short, typically less than
200 nucleotides in the presently widely used high-throughput sequencing technologies.
In many of these sequencing experiments, a reference genome has already been sequenced for the species of interest or a closely related species. The relative locations of
these reads can therefore be determined by aligning the reads to the reference genome,
thus leaving no need for de novo assembly. These types of sequencing experiment have
been used extensively in the studies of genomic variations, metagenomics, and have
been extended to the area of epigenomics, propelling the epigenetic research into a new
era.

1.2.2

DNA methylations
Epigenetics is the study of heritable changes in gene functions not directly en-

coded in the underlying DNA sequence. Epigenetics has dual roles: it is both a response
system as part of epigenetic control and part of regulation and gene expression, and
a memory and inheritance system. The epigenetic changes may be inherited between
generations of cells or between generations of species. They are key mechanisms in
cellular differentiation and cell fate decisions involving dynamic reprogramming, and
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environment-induced phenotypical changes including defects such as cancer and aging.
The epigenetic modifications generally affect chromatin structure, that is how DNA is
packaged inside the nucleus, resulting in differential access to the underlying genetic information. This directly influences gene expression, and thereby phenotypes. (Goldberg
et al., 2007; Bernstein et al., 2007)
The two main epigenetic mechanisms are DNA methylation and histone modification (a post-translational modification). DNA methylation is the modification of
DNA base cytosine (methylcytosine). The first mappings of the DNA methylation of a
whole genome at single-base resolution (epigenomes) were produced in 2008 for Arabidopsis thaliana (Lister et al., 2008; Cokus et al., 2008). Large portions of the Arabidopsis epigenome turned out to be partially methylated. The methylation level at a
particular cytosine is determined by the methylation states of the individual cytosine on
the reads that align to that position. The partial methylations may be a result of the
sample (flower bud in Lister et al. (2008) for instance) containing a mixture of distinct
epigenomes. It is known that cells of different types and in different developmental
stages may have distinct methylation patterns although the degrees of the differences
and the details of the variations remain elusive and have just begun to be illuminated
with the assistance of new technologies. The distinct methylation patterns may also be
present in cancer cells as methylation is an important factor in tumorigenesis (Bernstein
et al., 2007). A mixture of epigenomes is not limited to a sample of various cell types;
two alleles (two sets of the chromosome in a diploid organism) of a single cell may
also contain different methylation patterns, which may be associated with allele-specific
expression, imprinting being one of the well-known examples. To resolve the distinct
epigenomes is not always experimentally possible, and when it is, is usually expensive.
Computational methods and analyses may offer a feasible solution.

1.2.3

Referenced multiple assembly and heterogeneous epigenome
model
From a computational perspective, the problem of resolving distinct methyla-

tion patterns from a heterogeneous sample is not unique to epigenome analysis although
methylation patterns have their particularities. A diploid refers to a cell or an organ-
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ism consisting of two sets of chromosomes. Haplotype inference aims at recovering the
two sets by inferring a pair of distinct haplotypes with reads sequenced from a diploid.
While haplotype inference is a well-studied problem and focuses on diploid species,
many plant species, as mentioned in section 1.1.1, are polyploids (having more than two
sets of chromosomes) as a result of one or more cycles of whole genome duplication in
the history of evolution. Polyploidy is not limited to plants but is also found among animals and fungi. To understand the role of polyploidy in evolution requires methods for
inferring haplotypes for polyploid organisms. The algorithms for haplotype inference
however cannot be directly applied. In the field of metagenomics, the sequencing materials are directly from environmental samples or viral samples. The samples naturally
contain a heterogeneous population of micro-organisms. It is desirable to reconstruct
haplotypes for the population; a prior knowledge of the number of haplotypes in such
samples is usually hard to obtain.
All these applications have a similar objective: to infer a set of distinct assemblies from reads that are sequenced from a heterogeneous sample and subsequently
aligned to a reference genome; therefore their relative positions are known. The problem can be approached from both combinatorial and statistical angles. Chapter 4 defines
a set of referenced multiple assembly problems with various constraints and optimization goals. It then sets to describe efficient algorithms for some varieties of the problem
and proves intractability for others. Chapter 5 describes an approach based on a probabilistic model. Although it aims specifically at resolving distinct epigenomes from a
heterogeneous sample, the framework can be easily extended to other aforementioned
applications.

1.3

Outlines
The remaining of the dissertation is organized as following: Chapter 2 inves-

tigates the breakpoint reuse phenomenon, studies the more recently proposed fragile
breakage model and the conventional random breakage models for chromosome evolution. It analyzes the arguments against the fragile breakage model and studies the link
between rearrangements and regulatory regions of the genomes.
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Chapter 3 presents a new synteny block generation algorithm based on ABruijn graph framework that overcomes the shortcomings of previous algorithms. The
approach is generalized to synteny block generation for multiple genomes and the detection of duplicated blocks of a genome.
Chapter 4 describes a theoretical framework and a set of computation problems
for resolving distinct sequences from a heterogeneous sample being sequenced. For the
simplest variant of the problem, it details an algorithm with a liner time complexity, a
substantial improvement over previous algorithms with at least a cubic time complexity
for solving the same problem. It also gives a polynomial algorithm for a previously
untreated problem and provides proofs of NP-hardness for the remaining problems defined.
Chapter 5 describes a mixture model based approach for resolving distinct
methylation patterns from a heterogeneous sample. The method is then applied for
the detection of allele-specific DNA methylations.

Chapter 2
Chromosome Evolution: The Fragile
Breakage versus Random Breakage
Models
For many years, studies of chromosome evolution were dominated by the random breakage theory, which implies that there are no rearrangement hot spots in the human genome. In 2003, Pevzner and Tesler argued against the random breakage model
and proposed an alternative “fragile breakage” model of chromosome evolution. In
2004, Sankoff and Trinh argued against the fragile breakage model and raised doubts
that Pevzner and Tesler provided any evidence of rearrangement hot spots.
We investigate whether Sankoff and Trinh (2004) indeed revealed a flaw in
the Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) arguments. We show that Sankoff and Trinh’s synteny
block generation algorithm is flawed and that their parameters do not reflect the realities
of the comparative genomic architecture of human and mouse. We further argue that if
Sankoff and Trinh had fixed these problems, their arguments in support of the random
breakage model would disappear. Finally, we study the link between rearrangements
and regulatory regions and argue that long regulatory regions and inhomogeneity of
gene distribution in mammalian genomes may be responsible for the breakpoint re-use
phenomenon.
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2.1

Introduction
Genomes are constantly changing. If a genome is compared to a continen-

tal land-form, then one type of change — point mutations — is analogous to gradual
changes in the landscape due to erosion by wind and water. A second type of change
— genome rearrangements — comprises evolutionary “earthquakes” that dramatically
change the landscape. A fundamental question in studies of chromosome evolution is
whether these earthquakes are happening along evolutionary “faults” (hot spots of rearrangements) or at “random” genomic positions.
In a landmark paper, Nadeau and Taylor (1984) estimated that there are about
200 conserved segments (synteny blocks) between human and mouse and provided convincing arguments in favor of the random breakage model of genomic evolution postulated by Ohno (1973). Further studies of significantly larger datasets (Copeland et al.,
1993; DeBry and Seldin, 1996; Burt et al., 1999; Lander et al., 2001; Mural et al., 2002)
with progressively increasing levels of resolution, made the random breakage model the
de facto theory of chromosome evolution and the Nadeau-Taylor predictions are viewed
as among the most significant results in “. . . the history and development of the mouse
as a research tool” (Pennisi, 2000)).
The random breakage model implies that there are no evolutionary “faults”
in mammalian genomes and rules out the systematic re-use of breakpoints from the
same genomic regions. In 2003, Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) argued against the random
breakage model by showing that any transformation of mouse gene order into human
gene order would require a large number of breakpoint reuses. This conclusion immediately implies that the rearrangement breakpoints form clusters, a contradiction to the
random breakage model. The Pevzner and Tesler arguments do not reveal the specific
locations of the breakpoint regions where reuse occurred but instead give a nonconstructive combinatorial proof that these regions exist somewhere (at unknown locations)
in the genome. Based on this result, Pevzner and Tesler rejected the random breakage
model and proposed an alternative “fragile breakage” model of chromosome evolution.
This model assumes the existence of fragile regions in genomes and postulates that the
breakpoints occur mainly within these relatively short fragile regions (hot spots of rearrangements).
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In 2004, Sankoff and Trinh (2004) argued against the fragile breakage theory
and raised doubts that Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) provided any proof of the breakpoint
reuse phenomenon. They described an elegant computational experiment in which a
series of random rearrangements create the appearance of the breakpoint reuse phenomenon and argued that Pevzner and Tesler’s arguments represent an artifact caused
by microrearrangements and synteny block generation algorithms. The Sankoff and
Trinh (2004, 2005) made an important contribution by raising awareness that synteny
block determination is an important and non-trivial aspect of rearrangement analysis.
As a result, there is a controversy about the fragile breakage model. For example, Bailey et al. (2004) write “our analysis supports a nonrandom model of chromosomal evolution that implicates a predominance of recurrent small-scale duplication
and large-scale evolutionary rearrangements within specific fragile regions.” Similarly,
Zhao et al. (2004) wrote that “independent mathematical modeling of the syntenic block
length distribution by us and others supports the fragile breakage model, but not the random breakage model for mammalian genome evolution.” On the other hand, Trinh et al.
(2004) wrote, “Indeed, there is no direct evidence for the fragile regions hypothesis,
aside from the well-documented tendencies for rearrangements in pericentromeric and
subtelomeric regions.”
The question then arises whether the Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) arguments
were the first proof of breakpoint reuse or an argument without any merit. This question
is ultimately connected to the question of whether Sankoff and Trinh (2004) revealed
errors in the Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) arguments or whether the work by Sankoff
and Trinh (2004) represented an artifact. We demonstrate in this chapter that (1) the
synteny block generation algorithm in Sankoff and Trinh (2004) is flawed and (2) the
parameters in Sankoff and Trinh (2004) do not reflect the realities of the comparative
genomic architecture of human and mouse. We show that if Sankoff and Trinh (2004)
fixed the problems (1) and (2), their arguments against Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) would
disappear.
In Section 2.2.1, we formally define the breakpoint reuse rate (BRR). In Section 2.2.2, we describe Sankoff and Trinh’s synteny block identification algorithm, which
we call ST-Synteny. In Section 2.2.3, we illustrate several shortcomings of this algo-
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rithm. In Section 2.2.4, we reproduce Sankoff and Trinh’s simulations in which they
applied ST-Synteny to synthetic genomes, and we perform the corresponding simulations using GRIMM-Synteny, obtaining different results for the effect of parameters on
the breakpoint reuse rate. In Section 2.2.5, we show illustrations of the different blocks
identified by ST-Synteny versus GRIMM-Synteny, using both synthetic data and using
real human/mouse X chromosome anchors.
The simulation in Section 2.2.4 does not take into account issues from realworld data such as anchor lengths in nucleotides and variable length microrearrangements. In Section 2.3.1, we make an improved simulation that accounts for these issues
and seed it with simulated genomes based on anchor lengths in the human/mouse X
chromosomes and human/rat X chromosomes.
In Section 2.3.2, we give the results for whole genome comparisons of human
and mouse, first based on alignments and then based on genes.
In Section 2.4, we analyze an intergenic breakage model, in which selection
pressures prevent breaks occurring within genes and within regulatory regions upstream
from genes.

2.2

Sankoff-Trinh analysis revisited and contrasted with
GRIMM-Synteny algorithm

2.2.1

Measuring the breakpoint reuse rate
We study synteny blocks instead of conserved segments. Synteny blocks do

not necessarily represent areas of continuous similarity between two genomes; instead,
they may consist of many short regions of similarity interrupted by nonsimilar regions
and gaps. Regions of similarity may be identified via homologous genes, anchors (alignments present in a single copy in both genomes), or other corresponding markers; we
will call these elements.
When comparing genomes, rearrangements of the elements within a synteny
block are called microrearrangements, or microinversions when we work in an inversionsonly model. Rearrangements of the order of whole synteny blocks are called macrore-
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arrangements.
Rearrangement distance is the minimum number of rearrangement operations
required to transform one genome into the other; in the unichromosomal case, the operations are inversions, and in the multichromosomal case, the operations are inversions,
translocations, fissions, and fusions.
Pevzner and Tesler (2003a)’s arguments are based on computing the breakpoint
reuse rate for the human and mouse genomes. The breakpoint reuse rate is computed as
twice the rearrangement distance divided by the number of breakpoints, where these are
computed as described in Pevzner and Tesler (2003b). (We shall use the total number of
breakpoints; a variant, using only internal breakpoints and excluding those at chromosome ends, was also used in Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) and Bourque et al. (2004) but
will not be further considered here.)
The random breakage model implies a low breakpoint reuse rate (close to one,
the minimum possible value for the breakpoint reuse rate), while the human/mouse rearrangement analysis revealed a very high breakpoint reuse rate (close to two, the maximum possible value for the breakpoint reuse rate). Based on this observation, Pevzner
and Tesler rejected the random breakage model and proposed the fragile breakage model
(which is consistent with a high breakpoint reuse rate) as a possible alternative.

2.2.2

ST-Synteny: Sankoff and Trinh’s synteny block identification
algorithm
Sankoff and Trinh (2004)’s simulations used a synteny block generation algo-

rithm that we refer to as ST-Synteny. We emphasize that Sankoff and Trinh (2004) used
ST-Synteny to form synteny blocks, while Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) used a different
algorithm, GRIMM-Synteny. While ST-Synteny appears to be a reasonable approach to
synteny block identification, it was never applied to real data. We compare ST-Synteny
with GRIMM-Synteny on synthetic and real data.
GRIMM-Synteny is a parameter-dependent procedure that was designed to
somewhat artificially separate microrearrangements and macrorearrangements found in
real data. It was used for synteny block identification in the mouse (Pevzner and Tesler,
2002), rat (Bourque et al., 2004; Gibbs et al., 2004), and chicken (Hillier et al., 2004;
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Bourque et al., 2005a) genomic projects. Since GRIMM-Synteny was first proposed
in 2002, a number of other synteny block identification approaches were published and
a recent study revealed that they largely agree (Gibbs et al., 2004). Since GRIMMSynteny was tested on many datasets and agreed with other approaches, we argue that it
currently represents a consensus view on the synteny block identification approaches.
Below we show that ST-Synteny produces rather different results than GRIMMSynteny. Since ST-Synteny produces results that are not consistent with the existing consensus views of comparative genomic architectures, we argue that their paper (Sankoff
and Trinh, 2004) revealed shortcomings of their own ST-Synteny algorithm rather than
a flaw in Pevzner and Tesler (2003a).
Sankoff and Trinh (2004)’s arguments included a simulation of random rearrangements combined with their algorithm for synteny block identification (which we
refer to as ST-Synteny). This process follows the random breakage model but somewhat
surprisingly results in a high breakpoint reuse rate. They thus argued that the PevznerTesler result has nothing to do with breakpoint reuse but is merely an artifact of the
synteny block identification.
To compare ST-Synteny with GRIMM-Synteny, we first reproduced the procedure described in Sankoff and Trinh (2004) . Although Sankoff and Trinh presented it
as a single procedure, we break it into two phases: (1) a simulation to create synthetic
rearranged genomes, which we give in Section 2.2.4, and (2) an algorithm to identify
synteny blocks, which we present here.
Let π be a signed permutation on n elements (representing genes, anchors,
or markers). This represents a genome that is rearranged as compared to a reference
genome 1, . . . , n. Let w, ∆ be positive integers; w represents the maximum microrearrangement span and ∆ denotes the minimum number of elements in a synteny block.
ST-S YNTENY(π, w, ∆)
1. Define each element of π as a block and iteratively amalgamate the resulting
blocks as follows: two adjacent blocks in π are amalgamated if they contain elements i and j, where i or −i is in one block and j or −j is in another block and
|i − j| ≤ w. Signs of the elements and blocks are recorded but ignored during
amalgamation.
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2. Delete any “short” block containing less than ∆ elements (∆ = 3 in Sankoff and
Trinh (2004)).
3. Sankoff and Trinh (2004) did not specify how signs of blocks were determined
from their constituent elements. The block signs are necessary and important for
calculating rearrangement distance. For example, reassignment of “random” signs
(or assignment of all positive signs) to a permutation with low breakpoint reuse
rate will lead (with high probability) to a permutation with high breakpoint reuse
rate, thus emulating a breakpoint re-use artifact.
This implementation assigned signs to synteny blocks according to two different
rules: the majority sign rule, where a block is assigned to the majority sign of all
its elements; and the separable permutation rule described in Pevzner and Tesler
(2003b). The majority sign rule appears to be what Sankoff and Trinh (2004) used
(confirmed in private communication from Sankoff).

2.2.3

Shortcomings of ST-Synteny
We will show that ST-Synteny gives counterintuitive results even on small toy

examples and then analyze the problems that occur as we scale up to larger synthetic or
real-world datasets.
The example in Figure 2.1 represents a genomic dot-plot for two fictitious
genomes, and illustrates one of the shortcomings of ST-Synteny. Finding synteny blocks
for this permutation is a trivial problem and all other synteny block generators will output five synteny blocks, but ST-Synteny will form a single synteny block for any setting
of parameters. Moreover, at the minimum setting of w = 1 (see below), ST-Synteny
generates a single block for 75% of all signed permutations of order 5! For other settings
of the parameter w, the percentage of cases where ST-Synteny fails to reveal the correct
synteny blocks increases even further.
We will describe in detail issues concerning of the granularity of blocks STSynteny forms. Given one inversion
1 . . . 100

101 . . . 200

201 . . . 300

1 . . . 100 −200 . . . −101 201 . . . 300
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hypothetical genome 2

Synteny blocks by GRIMM!Synteny & ST!Synteny

hypothetical genome 1

Figure 2.1: Nested inversions are always amalgamated by ST-Synteny. The dotplot of
a signed permutation of anchors (green) between two genomes is shown. Since the anchors are signed, they are represented as ±45 degree segments. Blocks were constructed
by ST-Synteny (red) and GRIMM-Synteny (blue). ST-Synteny amalgamates everything
into one block. GRIMM-Synteny produces the correct blocks. If the genome on the
horizontal axis is taken to be the identity permutation 1 2 3 4 5, then the genome on the
vertical axis is the signed permutation −3 2 −1 −5 4.
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there should be three blocks and two breakpoints. However, there is no setting of the
parameters of ST-Synteny that would do this. If w = 0, it is left as 300 separate elements
(which are then deleted for being too small if ∆ > 1). If w ≥ 1, ST-Synteny forms one
large block, as follows. First it performs a number of amalgamation steps resulting in
the expected 3 blocks:
(1 . . . 100) (−200 . . . −101) (201 . . . 300)
But the iterative amalgamation does not stop there. Since 100 and −101 are now in
adjacent blocks and |101 − 100| = 1 ≤ w, it merges the first and middle blocks. Since
−200 and 201 are in adjacent blocks, they are also merged. The result is a single block
(1 . . . 100 −200 . . . −101 201 . . . 300)
In fact, a signed permutation produced by applying any series of nested inversions to the identity will be reamalgamated into a single block by ST-Synteny whenever
w ≥ 1. For nonnested inversions, reamalgamations may also occur, resulting in fewer
blocks than appropriate. For w = 1 and large n, this happens in ST-Synteny for over
77% of the signed permutations of length n that would not have any re-amalgamation
if the signs were properly considered (Tesler, 2008). Inversions are nested when the
two breakpoints of each inversion both lie within any single existing strip (as defined
by the previous inversions) i, i + 1, i + 2, . . . , j or −j, −(j − 1), . . . , −i; “lie within”
includes reuse of either or both endpoints of the strip. For example, consider this series
of inversions:
1

2

3

4

5

6

1 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2
4

5

6 −2

1

3

1

3 −6 −5 −4

2

1

3

5

6 −4

2

1

3 −5

6 −4

2

When given the last line as input, ST-Synteny first combines −5 and 6 into a block
(−5 6). That block is amalgamated with the −4 into (−5 6 −4). Then 3, 2, 1 are
successively amalgamated into that, resulting in a single block (1 3 −5 6 −4 2).
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In addition to the above-mentioned problems, if microrearrangements have occurred or if there is noise in the form of spurious elements, ST-Synteny tends to compute
several smaller blocks rather than a larger block with microrearrangements. ST-Synteny
assumes all markers (orthologous genes or sequence anchors) are direct descendants of
the most recent common ancestor of the two organisms being compared. This may be a
reasonable assumption in comparing mitochrondrial, chloroplast or viral genomes, but
between free-living organisms, false orthologs are inevitable, no matter how carefully
the annotations are curated. Since the computed blocks are smaller, it increases the
chance of them being deleted for being too short. It nonetheless increases the number of
reported blocks, decreases their size, and increases the length of the breakpoint regions
as compared to GRIMM-Synteny, thus tending to increase the number of breakpoint
reuses even for “random” rearrangements. One may argue that this excessive granularity can be fixed by simply changing the parameters of ST-Synteny, but as we showed
above there is often no choice of parameters that resolves the problem.
The reason is spurious elements (which are shown as black dots in the X chromosome illustration later in this chapter in Section 2.2.5). If ST-Synteny sees a permutation with stray points 200 and 300
. . . 100 101 200 102 103 104 300 105 106 107 . . .
then (at small w, and ∆ = 3) it would first form blocks
. . . (100 101), (200), (102 103 104), (300), (105 106 107) . . .
Then it deletes small blocks (100 101), (200), (300), leaving two blocks: (102 103 104)
and (105 106 107). (There is no rearrangement breakpoint between these two blocks,
however.)
By contrast, GRIMM-Synteny does not require the elements in a block to be
contiguous in all species in the input data. It would first form blocks
(100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107), (200), (300)
and then it deletes the small blocks (200) and (300), leaving one large block.
Another problem is that a synteny block generation algorithm should produce
the same blocks when the two genomes are swapped. ST-Synteny, however, is not al-
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ways symmetric in the two genomes when w ≥ 2. For example, consider the following
permutation and its inverse permutation:
π = 1 3 6 9 2 4 7 10 5 8
π −1 = 1 5 2 6 9 3 7 10 4 8
At w = 2, the blocks generated by ST-Synteny from π are
(1 3), (6), (9), (2 4), (7), (10), (5), (8)
while the blocks generated from π −1 are
(1), (5), (2), (6), (9), (3), (7), (10), (4), (8)
This is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

2.2.4

GRIMM-Synteny versus ST-Synteny
In the previous sections, we described ST-Synteny, the synteny block identi-

fication algorithm within Sankoff and Trinh’s simulations. They generated synthetic
genomes to input to it as follows:
S IMULATION(n, m, k, w)
1. Generate m = 150 random inversions of a genome with n = 5, 000 “genes”
(elements)
2. Generate k micro-inversions of exactly w elements each randomly placed throughout the genome.
3. Output the resulting signed permutation π of n elements.
Then they apply ST-S YNTENY(π, w, ∆) to identify synteny blocks. Finally,
they apply the GRIMM algorithm (Tesler, 2002b,a) to the resulting synteny blocks to
calculate the rearrangement distance and the breakpoint reuse rate.
We reproduced the Sankoff-Trinh random simulations with GRIMM-Synteny
in place of ST-Synteny to verify whether the appearance of the breakpoint reuses persists
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Figure 2.2: Asymmetric treatment of genomes by ST-Synteny. In comparing two
genomes, ST-Synteny may produce different synteny blocks depending on which one
is chosen as the reference genome. The synteny blocks produced by ST-Synteny are
shown as red boxes around the anchors. (A) The genome shown on the y-axis is the
reference genome 1, . . . , 10, and the genome shown on the x-axis is represented as a
permutation π of this. (B) The exact same anchor arrangement is shown, but the xaxis is taken as the reference genome 1, . . . , 10 and the y-axis is the permutation π −1 .
Although the anchor arrangements are identical, ST-Synteny with parameters w = 2,
∆ = 1 produces different blocks depending on which genome is the reference genome.
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under the random breakage model. To compare ST-Synteny with GRIMM-Synteny on
the same simulated permutations, we had to determine the parameters that best match
the parameters used in Sankoff and Trinh (2004). This is a non-trivial task since STSynteny is quite different from all other synteny block generation algorithms. We also
remark that the description of ST-Synteny lacks some important details. For example,
while Pevzner and Tesler (2003b) emphasized the importance of signs in the synteny
block analysis, Sankoff and Trinh (2004) does not even address this important issue.
GRIMM-S YNTENY(π, G, C) has maximum gap size parameter G (which is
similar in spirit to w in ST-Synteny) and minimum cluster span parameter C (which is
similar in spirit to ∆ in ST-Synteny). For comparison, ST-S YNTENY(π, w, ∆) was replaced by GRIMM-S YNTENY(π, G, C) with “similar parameters,” to generate synteny
blocks and compute reversal distance and breakpoint reuse rates. While we tried our
best to match ST-Synteny and GRIMM-Synteny parameters we emphasize the following concerns.
Our first concern is that Sankoff and Trinh regard elements (genes or anchors)
as individual points with length 1, and while the element orientations are recorded, they
do not make use of the orientations. Under these circumstances, a gap threshold G =
w + 3 and minimum block size C = ∆ is the best match.
In our simulations in Figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, we used a minimum of ∆ = 3
anchors per block in both programs, instead of GRIMM-Synteny’s original definition
of C as the minimum size in terms of the “span” of a block; the plots (not shown) on
using the original definition of C = 3 in GRIMM-Synteny are similar to those shown
using ∆ = 3 instead. This isolates the differences in performance of the algorithms to
the methods used to join elements into blocks.
Our second concern is that ST-Synteny does not make use of element signs or
lengths, or gaps between elements; GRIMM-Synteny does take them into account, and
it does affect whether the elements should be amalgamated into one block. Normally,
when dealing with gene orders with unknown gene lengths and unknown intergenic
gap lengths, GRIMM-Synteny would assign a length of 2 to each gene (element) so
as to make the two ends distinguishable. However, the simulations in Figures 2.3, 2.4,
and 2.5 are done with length 1 anchors in both programs for a more direct comparison.
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Figure 2.3: Breakpoint reuse rate in simulations. The simulated number of microrearrangements is k and the microrearrangement size is w. The same simulated rearrangements were analyzed three ways. (A) ST-Synteny simulation, with signs of blocks determined using their majority sign rule. (B) ST-Synteny simulation, with signs of blocks
determined using GRIMM-Synteny’s separable permutation rule. (C) GRIMM-Synteny
simulation. Anchors have length 1 for comparison with ST-Synteny.
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Figure 2.4: Breakpoint region size in simulations. Ratio of length of breakpoint region
to length of genome in simulations as a function of number of microrearrangements k
and microrearrangement size w, for (A) ST-Synteny, and (B) GRIMM-Synteny.
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Figure 2.5: Number of elements retained in simulations after deletion of small blocks.
Number of elements retained by (A) ST-Synteny and (B) GRIMM-Synteny, as a function of the number of microrearrangements k and microrearrangement size w in the
simulated data.
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Breakpoint reuse rate as a function of the number of microinversions is shown
in Figures 2.3A (ST-Synteny, majority sign rule), 2.3B (ST-Synteny, separable permutation sign rule), and 2.3C (GRIMM-Synteny). Note that at k = 0, there is no microinversion. Although a microinversion of span w = 1 changes the sign of an element, it is
ignored by ST-Synteny, so that w = 1 serves only as the threshold for block amalgamation.
Notice that as the number of microinversion increases and the span of inversion increases, the breakpoint reuse rate of simulation with ST-Synteny increases much
faster than that of GRIMM-Synteny. Sankoff and Trinh (2004) simulated microinversion spans of up to 10 or 15 elements, which correspond to approximately 6 and 9 Mb
of the human , respectively; this is much larger than the average inversion span of microrearrangements between human and mouse computed by GRIMM-Synteny. These
unrealistically large spans are therefore excluded from our simulations. To put things
in perspective, the average size of microrearrangements in the human/mouse comparison is 196 kb, corresponding to “w = 0.33” (although w can only be an integer), and
the median microrearrangement size is approximately 7 kb. It implies that the most realistic simulations in Sankoff and Trinh (2004) correspond to very small w (although
even w = 1, 2 correspond to rearrangements with longer average span than in the case
of human/mouse comparison). For these parameters and with a correct synteny block
generation algorithm, the breakpoint reuse rate is low for the random breakage model,
negating the Sankoff-Trinh arguments against the fragile breakage model.
To further contrast the two models, the percentages of the breakpoint regions of
the whole simulated genome, denoted as bk, were computed and are shown in the Figure 2.4 for ST-Synteny and GRIMM-Synteny. The breakpoint regions from ST-Synteny
are much larger as compared to GRIMM-Synteny, thus refuting another Sankoff-Trinh
argument against the random breakage reuse phenomenon (the larger breakpoint regions, the better are the chances to observe breakpoint reuse, even in the random breakage model).
The number of elements kept by each model is shown in the Figure 2.5. As the
number of microrearrangement grows, ST-Synteny deletes elements at a faster rate than
GRIMM-Synteny, as a result of deleting small blocks. That ST-Synteny outputs fewer
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Simulated Mouse chromosome

Synteny blocks by GRIMM!Synteny & ST!Synteny

Simulated Human chromosome

Figure 2.6: GRIMM-Synteny and ST-Synteny on the same simulated data. The genomic
dot-plot is shown in thick green. The synteny blocks identified by GRIMM-Synteny are
blue rectangles, and the ones from ST-Synteny are dashed red rectangles. When block
coordinates coincide, this appears as dashed blue/red. Signs of the blocks are shown as
diagonals. Tiny blocks have been artificially enlarged for visibility and do not actually
protrude into other blocks. The simulated human genome has anchors 1 through 5,000.
The simulated mouse genome was generated as π = S IMULATION(5000, 15, 500, 5).
Blocks were identified via GRIMM-S YNTENY(π, 8, 3) and ST-S YNTENY(π, 5, 3).
blocks than GRIMM-Synteny for relatively small (although still unrealistically large
from the perspective of real human-mouse genomic architectures) w and large k (data
not shown) can be explained by the combination of deleting small blocks and mistakenly
amalgamating large ones.

2.2.5

GRIMM-Synteny versus ST-Synteny: dot-plots
We illustrate some of the differences between ST-Synteny and GRIMM-

Synteny with a synthetic dataset (Figure 2.6) and real human/mouse data (Figure 5).
We constructed a synthetic genome π = S IMULATION(5000, 15, 500, 5) The
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Figure 2.7: Synteny blocks between human and mouse X chromosomes. Blocks for the
X chromosomes were constructed by GRIMM-Synteny (blue) based on anchor coordinates and ST-Synteny (red) based only on anchor permutations. Anchors are shown in
green. Small blocks deleted by ST-Synteny are shown in black.
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Table 2.1: GRIMM-Synteny versus ST-Synteny applied to human and mouse X chromosomes.
Characteristic

GRIMM-Synteny

ST-Synteny

Number of blocks

10

44

Total block length (bp)

139,781,782

95,317,543

Breakpoint region (% of chromosome length)

9.05%

37.98%

genomic dot-plot and synteny blocks output by GRIMM-Synteny and ST-Synteny
for this genome with one setting of detection parameters are shown in Figure 2.6.
The breakpoint re-use rate is 1.31 and 1.09 from blocks output by ST-Synteny and
GRIMM-Synteny, respectively.
should be separate.

Notice that ST-Synteny amalgamated blocks that

For each w from 1 to 5, we made ten simulated genomes

π = S IMULATION(5000, 15, 500, w).

The average breakpoint reuse rate from

ST-S YNTENY(π, w, 3) rises from 1.07 to 1.30, while in GRIMM-S YNTENY(π, w +
3, 3), the breakpoint reuse rate increases only from 1.03 to 1.09.
To further illustrate the difference between ST-Synteny and GRIMM-Synteny
in identifying synteny blocks, both methods were applied to human/mouse anchors on
the X chromosome (National Center for Biotechnology Information [NCBI] Human version 34, Mouse version 30). There are 58,930 anchors, and the human X chromosome
has length 153,692,391 base pairs (bp). The full version of GRIMM-Synteny, which
accounts for anchor coordinates, lengths, and signs, was used with minimum block size
threshold of 1 Mb and maximum gap threshold of 1 Mb. ST-Synteny was run with
w = 378 and ∆ = 379. Since ST-Synteny uses only the permutation of the anchors, we
plot the resulting blocks from both programs together superimposed with anchor permutations. Results are shown in Figure 2.7 and Table 2.1. GRIMM-Synteny identified
ten blocks with microinversion distance 825. ST-Synteny identified many more synteny
blocks than did GRIMM-Synteny. The number of blocks in ST-Synteny did not reduce
dramatically when the threshold w was increased (data not shown).
If one compares Figures 2.7 and 2.6, one will notice that ST-Synteny outputs
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more blocks than GRIMM-Synteny in Figure 2.7 but fewer in Figure 2.6. Neither the
order of magnitude difference in the number of markers (5,000 genes versus 59,000
anchors) nor the random versus fragile breakage model is responsible for this “role reversal.” As noted in Section 2.2.3, one of the tendencies of ST-Synteny is to amalgamate
blocks that should be separate, and another is its inability to merge synteny blocks in the
presence of short “out-of-place” inversions or false orthologs. In Figure 2.6, the numbers of macrorearrangements and microrearrangements were chosen to be much smaller
than the previous simulations in order for the synteny blocks to be legible; in this case,
the first deficiency of ST-Synteny dominates, resulting in fewer blocks than that from
GRIMM-Synteny. When the number of rearrangements becomes large or when data becomes nosiy (as in the case of real genomic data, [Figure 2.7]), the second deficiency of
ST-Synteny dominates. By contrast, GRIMM-Synteny was designed to filter out noise,
thereby generating more realistic synteny blocks.

2.3

Simulation and whole genome rearrangement analysis

2.3.1

Improved simulation including varying length anchors and
microrearrangements
In the previous simulations, the length and coordinate distributions of anchors

were ignored, and permutations were performed on unit-length anchors (elements). To
better simulate randomized rearrangements, GRIMM-Synteny was applied to simulated
unichromosomal and multichromosomal genomes with anchors of varying lengths. In
the simulated genome, randomized scenarios of rearrangements were generated at the
level of nucleotides. The details of the simulation are as follows.
1. Take the human coordinates of human/mouse alignment anchors derived from
NCBI Human version 34 and Mouse version 30. In the unichromosomal genome
simulation, anchors from the X chromosome were used. In the multichromosomal
genome simulation, all anchors were used.
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2. For the unichromosomal simulation, generate six inversions at random locations.
Inversions in this genome represent true inversions since “What breaks in the X
chromosome, stays in the X chromosome”. For the multichromosomal simulation,
generate 150 pairs of breakpoints at random locations in the genome. When a pair
of breakpoints lie on the same chromosome, perform an inversion, and when they
lie on different chromosomes, perform a translocation. If a breakpoint resides
within an anchor, the breakpoint is moved at random to the immediate left or right
of the anchor; anchors are not split.
3. Generate k microinversions randomly located in the genome. The spans of inversions are randomly distributed between 1 and W nucleotides. Since the distribution of the spans of inversions is unknown, the uniform distribution used in the
simulation is chosen somewhat arbitrarily.
4. Add noise to the simulated genome as follows. Randomly choose 0.2% of the
anchors to be noisy anchors. Move each noisy anchor to a random location in the
genome and chose its sign at random.
5. Apply the GRIMM-Synteny algorithm to identify synteny blocks and compute
the inversion or multichromosomal distance and breakpoint reuse rate between
the human and the simulated genomes. Both block size and gap thresholds were
set to 1 Mb.
The results of the unichromosomal simulation are listed in Table 2.2, and the
results of the multichromosomal simulation are listed in Table 2.3. As in the previous
section, bk is the percentage of the genome in breakpoint regions. re is the percentage
of blocks that have at least one of the two ending anchors of the simulated genome out
of order as compared to those of the original human anchors of the block.
A similar simulation was also performed on mouse/rat X chromosome alignment anchors, which presumably have more signal and less noise than human/mouse
alignment anchors. The anchors were derived from mouse NCBIM33 and rat RGSC3.4
using BLASTZ (Schwartz et al., 2003). Grimm-Synteny identified 18 synteny blocks,
with microinversion distance of 4,287. The breakpoint reuse rate is 1.58. Using these
parameters as a reference, the simulated genomes started with the mouse coordinates
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Table 2.2: Randomized unichromosomal rearrangement simulation with human X chromosome anchors.
W = 0.5 Mb

W = 1 Mb

k # of blocks bk(%) re (%) Reuse rate # of blocks bk(%) re (%) Reuse rate
0 11

2.1

0.0

1.09

12

0.8

0.0

1.09

100 11

2.1

36.4 1.09

12

1.9

58.3 1.09

200 11

2.1

45.5 1.09

12

0.9

75.0 1.09

300 11

1.4

54.5 1.09

12

1.1

83.3 1.09

400 11

1.4

54.5 1.09

13

1.1

92.3 1.17

500 11

1.4

54.5 1.09

13

1.8

100.0 1.17

600 11

1.4

81.8 1.09

13

1.4

100.0 1.17

700 11

1.4

90.9 1.09

15

3.7

100.0 1.14

800 11

1.4

81.8 1.09

13

1.0

100.0 1.17

900 11

1.4

100.0 1.09

13

1.4

100.0 1.17

1000 11

1.4

100.0 1.09

13

1.4

100.0 1.17

of the mouse/rat X chromosome anchors, followed by nine macroinversions and up-to
5,000 microinversions based on the random breakage model. Grimm-Synteny was applied to the resulting genomes. The results are listed in Table 2.4. Notice that when the
maximum inversion span is W = 1 Mb, the breakpoint reuse rate is mostly 1.00, the
theoretical value under the random breakage model.
One may notice that in Table 2.3, the reuse rate is at least 1.12 under random
breakage model while theoretically it should be 1.00. The difference is explained by the
block size and gap thresholds used in GRIMM-Synteny. To show the effect of thresholds
on the breakpoint reuse rate, GRIMM-Synteny was performed on the simulated dataset
with 150 macroinversions and without microinversion. The block size and gap threshold
were decreased from 1 Mb to 10 kb. The resulting breakpoint reuse rates are shown in
Table 2.5. As the threshold decreases from 1 Mb to 10 kb, the breakpoint reuse rate
decreases from 1.12 to 1.02. The side effect of the thresholds is small, however, and
does not itself explain the high breakpoint reuse rate found in real human/mouse genome
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Table 2.3: Randomized multichromosomal rearrangement simulation with human anchors.
W = 0.5 Mb

W = 1 Mb

k # of blocks bk(%) re (%) Reuse rate # of blocks bk(%) re (%) Reuse rate
0 282

6.7

0.0

1.12

286

6.9

0.0

1.12

1000 282

6.7

18.1 1.12

286

7.0

28.0 1.12

2000 282

6.7

30.1 1.12

284

7.1

44.4 1.12

3000 282

6.7

37.2 1.12

283

7.4

60.8 1.12

4000 282

6.7

44.7 1.12

284

7.6

70.1 1.13

5000 282

6.7

52.8 1.12

285

7.7

75.8 1.13

6000 282

6.7

58.9 1.12

283

7.9

78.8 1.14

7000 282

6.7

66.0 1.12

283

7.6

82.0 1.14

8000 282

6.7

72.7 1.12

284

7.7

88.7 1.14

9000 282

6.7

75.2 1.12

290

7.6

91.4 1.14

10000 282

6.7

76.6 1.12

293

7.6

93.2 1.14

11000 282

6.7

79.8 1.12

292

7.6

93.2 1.14

12000 282

6.7

81.2 1.12

293

7.5

95.2 1.14

13000 282

6.8

80.9 1.12

297

7.5

95.6 1.14

14000 282

6.8

83.3 1.12

297

7.5

95.6 1.16

15000 282

6.8

85.8 1.12

298

7.4

96.6 1.17
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Table 2.4: Randomized unichromosomal rearrangement simulation with mouse X chromosome anchors from mouse/rat alignment.
W = 0.5 Mb

W = 1 Mb

k # of blocks bk(%) re (%) Reuse rate # of blocks bk(%) re (%) Reuse rate
0 17

2.7

0.0

1.12

18

2.5

0.0

1.00

1000 17

2.7

88.2 1.12

18

2.6

88.9 1.00

2000 17

2.7

94.1 1.12

18

2.8

94.4 1.00

3000 17

2.7

100.0 1.12

18

2.9

100.0 1.00

4000 17

2.7

100.0 1.12

18

3.3

100.0 1.00

5000 17

2.7

100.0 1.12

24

6.7

100.0 1.08

data if the random breakage model is to be assumed.

2.3.2

Analyzing whole-genome rearrangements in human and
mouse
All of the simulations, whether permutation or sequence based, were based on

randomized rearrangements. How do they compare to human/mouse rearrangements?
Applying the GRIMM-Synteny algorithm to the real human/mouse alignment data with
block size and gap threshold 1 Mb yielded 294 synteny blocks and genome distance
262. The breakpoint reuse rate was 1.67.
We further studied the starting and ending anchors within each synteny block
to arrive at realistic parameters for microrearrangements. In the absence of microrearrangements, the ending anchors of every synteny block are conserved between two
genomes. Microrearrangements acting on ends of synteny blocks destroy this conservation, e.g., an ending anchor in a human synteny block may not be an ending anchor
in a mouse synteny block. The percentages of blocks that have at least one of the two
ending anchors out of order is denoted as re . Of 294 human/mouse synteny blocks, 115
had anchors at one or both ends out of order; together these give re = 39.1%.
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Table 2.5: Breakpoint reuse rate versus block size and gap threshold used in GRIMMSynteny on simulated genome-based random breakage model.
Threshold (kb)

W = 0.5 Mb

W = 1 Mb

10

1.02

1.02

50

1.02

1.02

100

1.03

1.04

300

1.04

1.05

500

1.06

1.06

1000

1.12

1.12

The 294 human/mouse synteny blocks contained 10,900 microrearrangements.
Of these microrearrangements, the average span of inversion was 196 kb the median
was 7 kb, and the maximum was 13.9 Mb. In terms of the number of anchors, the average span of inversion was 78, the median was four, and the maximum was 7,632. The
breakpoint regions comprised 9.06% of the human genome. For a comparable breakpoint reuse rate, the span of microrearrangements would have to be unrealistically large.
The values of k and re in the human/mouse data are much higher and the value of bk is
much lower than those from the simulated genomes generated with the random breakage model. This may suggest that rearrangements, or breakpoints, are not randomly
distributed across the whole genome.
As shown in the randomized rearrangement simulations, breakpoint reuse increased with the number of microrearrangements and the length of microinversions. In
sequence-based human/mouse rearrangement analysis, approximately 10,000 microrearrangements were found inside 294 synteny blocks. When the human/mouse comparison was performed based on gene order, only 98 microrearrangements were found inside
373 synteny blocks. The breakpoint reuse rate of microrearrangements was only 1.02.
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Table 2.6: Sequence-based versus gene-based rearrangements. Data derived from NCBI
Human version 34 and Mouse version 30.
Characteristic

Sequence-based

Gene-based

Number of elements

1,433,472 anchors

19,598 genes

Block size threshold

1 Mb

3 genes

Gap threshold (sum)

1 Mb

4 genes

Number of blocks

294

373

Breakpoint re-use rate

1.67

1.61

Total human block length (bp)

2.746 × 109

2.509 × 109

Human breakpoint region

9.43%

16.48%

Human breakpoint region (except telomeres)

5.71%

12.34%

Micro-rearrangements

10,900

98

Micro-rearrangement breakpoints

15,842

192

Micro-rearrangement re-used breakpoints

5,958

4

Micro-rearrangement breakpoint re-use rate

1.38

1.02
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Data from sequence- and gene order-based comparison are listed in Table 2.6.

2.4

Intergenic breakage model
What makes certain regions break and others not? Is it a biophysical constraint

or a selection constraint? One observation we can make is that breaks are less likely to
occur within genes (and within regulatory regions) since selection usually works against
such breaks. The average length of intergenic regions of the human genome (NCBI
version 34) is approximately 80 kb, much smaller than the average length of breakpoint regions. There are a total of 21,911 intergenic regions within synteny blocks, with
an average length of 77 kb, while the average length of the 2,116 intergenic regions
within breakpoint regions is a much higher 100 kb. The distributions of length of human intergenic regions are shown in Figure 2.8. While the majority of the intergenic
regions are short and reside within synteny blocks (Figure 2.8A), notice in Figure 2.8B
that out of 241 long intergenic regions with length greater than 1 Mb, 32 reside within
breakpoint regions or across breakpoint regions and synteny blocks. If we assume that
breakpoints occur randomly within intergenic regions (and are nearly forbidden inside
the genes), then the gene-dense regions with small overall lengths of intergenic regions
will rarely break simply by chance, thus mimicking what was referred to as “solid regions” in Pevzner and Tesler (2003a).
To investigate the hypothesis that long intergenic regions may be potential
hot spots of rearrangements, we performed the following simulation. Assume that the
genome consists of G + I nucleotides, where G is the total size of genes extended by
upstream regulatory regions and I is the total size of remaining intergenic regions. To
account for upstream regulatory regions (which are also unlikely to be broken), we artificially extended every gene by a region of length R upstream, thus reducing the sizes
of corresponding intergenic regions by R nucleotides. Although regulatory regions in
mammalian genomes are often located far away from the gene starts, the average size
of such regulatory regions remains unknown. We remark that genome rearrangement
studies may shed light on the size of regulatory regions. For example, if there was a
rearrangement (or even a microrearrangement) between human and chimpanzee R nucleotides from a gene start, it is likely that the regulatory region for this gene is shorter
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Figure 2.8: Distribution of human intergenic regions within synteny blocks or within
breakpoint regions. (A) Regions of length ≤ 1 Mb, and (B) length > 1 Mb that are
within synteny blocks (blue), and within breakpoint regions or across breakpoint regions and synteny blocks (red). Data derived from NCBI Human version 34 and Mouse
version 30.
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than R (otherwise the rearrangement would disrupt the regulatory region). Although
such conclusions should be taken with caution (e.g., they do not apply if the human and
chimpanzee genes exhibit very different regulatory patterns), they are useful as the first
approximation for otherwise difficult question of delineating regulatory regions. Below
we address an even more difficult problem of estimating the average size of regulatory
regions R based on rearrangement analysis.
We remark that if the length of regulatory regions is set to be R, the intergenic regions shorter than R may disappear (depending on the orientation of the genes),
thus leading to “merging” genes separated by short intergenic regions and promoting
breakpoint reuse elsewhere. As a first approximation, we assume that the probability of
breakage at each nucleotide within genes and regulatory regions is 0 and the probability
of breakage at each nucleotide in intergenic regions is 1/I (note that I decreases as R increases). We performed 240 random macrorearrangements with breakpoints chosen by
this distribution, and applied GRIMM-Synteny (using minimum block size threshold of
1 Mb and maximum gap threshold of 1 Mb) to compute blocks and then the breakpoint
reuse rate. We contrasted this intergenic breakage model against the standard random
breakage model (same simulation except the probability of breakage is uniform at all
nucleotides in the genome). Figure 2.9 shows how the breakpoint reuse rate changes as
the size, R, of regulatory regions is increased. One can observe that breakpoint reuse
rate is already significant (approximately 1.5) even for relatively modest sizes of regulatory regions. Moreover, for R ≈ 90–140 kb, the breakpoint reuse rate is similar to
the human/mouse breakpoint reuse rate of 1.65 we reported in (Bourque et al., 2004).
We therefore argue that long regulatory regions and inhomogeneity of gene distribution in mammalian genomes may provide at least a partial explanation for the fragile
breakage model. A more realistic explanation, however (in view of the fact that the
estimate R ≈ 90–140 kb seems to be rather high), is that a combination of long regulatory regions, uneven distribution of sizes of intergenic regions, and other (still unknown)
factors triggers high breakpoint reuse.
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Figure 2.9: Breakpoint reuse rates as a function of upstream regulatory region size in
intergenic breakage model simulations. Genes from NCBI Human version 34 were each
extended by length 0 to 210 kb upstream, thus shortening or eliminating the intergenic
regions. In the intergenic breakage model, simulated reversals were performed with
breakpoints chosen uniformly among the nucleotides remaining in the shortened intergenic regions, while in the random breakage model, breakpoints were chosen uniformly
among all nucleotides in the genome. Then blocks were derived, and the breakpoint
reuse rate was computed.
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2.5

Materials and methods
We repeated Sankoff and Trinh (2004)’s simulation by breaking it into two

parts, Simulation and ST-Synteny, as described in Section 2.2.2 of this chapter.
We compared the synteny block identification algorithms of Pevzner and
Tesler’s with those of Sankoff and Trinh on simulated data from Simulation (Section 2.2.4) using GRIMM-Synteny (Pevzner and Tesler, 2003a) and ST-Synteny (2.2.2).
Breakpoint reuse rates were computed with GRIMM (Tesler, 2002a,b).
In the analysis and simulations based on real genome data (Section 2.3.2), we
used human/mouse anchors derived from NCBI Human version 34 and NCBI Mouse
version 30. Mouse/rat X chromosome anchors were derived from NCBI Mouse version
33 and the Rat Genome Sequencing Consortium assembly RGSC version 3.4. NCBI
Human version 34 was also used in the intergenic breakage model simulation (Section 2.4).

2.6

Discussion
The GRIMM-Synteny algorithm in Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) is a parameter-

dependent procedure that was designed to somewhat artificially separate microrearrangements and macrorearrangements. An important contribution of Sankoff and Trinh
(2004) is to draw attention to the fact that these parameters may affect the robustness
of the rearrangement analysis. There is no doubt that discarding small blocks affects
the rearrangement inference and offsets the breakpoint reuse calculations. This chapter
studies the question of whether this offset is large enough to create an appearance of a
large breakpoint reuse even in the random breakage model. We demonstrate that this
offset is relatively small as compared to the Sankoff and Trinh (2004) computational experiment and explain why our simulation and the Sankoff and Trinh (2004) simulation
disagree.
The

Pevzner

and

Tesler

(2003a)

work

is

based

on

the

rever-

sals/translocations/fusions/fissions model of genome rearrangements and ignores
other types of rearrangements, e.g., large-scale transpositions, which are believed to
be rare. They do not attribute the breakpoint reuse phenomenon to a particular type of
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rearrangement and do not rule out the possibility that a significant portion of breakpoint
reuse is caused by yet another rearrangement operation. For example, if one assumes
that transpositions are frequent, then they may account for a significant portion of
breakpoint reuse since every transposition creates three (rather than two) breakpoints,
immediately increasing breakpoint reuse rate as we defined it. In this case, an analysis
of giant cycles in the breakpoint graph may be necessary to evaluate the breakpoint
reuse rate parameter (a series of transpositions in a random model would not lead to the
giant cycles that we observed in the human/mouse breakpoint graph).
Evolutionary breakpoints are often confused with cancer breakpoints. We emphasize that the well-established recurrent breakpoints in cancer and infertility have
nothing to do with evolutionary breakpoints and do not provide corroborative evidence
for fragility in an evolutionary context. Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) did not answer the
question, “Where are the recurrent breakpoints in mammalian genomes?” and studies
are currently underway to to determine comparative genomics and phylogenetic evidence for breakpoint reuses. For example, Murphy et al. (2005) analyzed genomic
architectures for eight mammalian genomes derived from either sequence or large-scale
radiation hybrid mapping experiments and observed breakpoint reuse in independent
lineages.
Another open question is how many fragile sites are in the human genome.
Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) did not rule out the possibility that most breakpoint reuses
are caused by very few fragile sites. For example, one can envision a model with just
one or two fragile sites with all rearrangements having one end in the fragile region
and another end chosen randomly. Such a fragile hubs model is not inconsistent with
the Pevzner and Tesler (2003a) analysis. Studies of giant cycles in the breakpoint graph
may again shed light on whether the fragile hubs model is correct.
Sankoff and Trinh’s work is an insightful contribution to studies of chromosome evolution that raised awareness about the importance of synteny block generation
and microrearrangement analysis. Unfortunately, their rebuttal of the breakpoint reuse
phenomenon was plagued by shortcoming in their own synteny block identification algorithm and unrealistic choices of parameters in their simulation procedure. We therefore argue that the breakpoint reuse phenomenon is real until the next critical argument
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against it emerges.
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Chapter 3
Decoding the Genomic Architecture of
Mammalian and Plant Genomes:
Synteny Blocks and Large-Scale
Duplications
The existing synteny block reconstruction algorithms use anchors (e.g., orthologous genes) shared over all genomes to construct the synteny blocks for multiple
genomes. This approach, while efficient for a few genomes, cannot be scaled to address
the need to construct synteny blocks in many mammalian genomes that are currently
being sequenced. The problem is that the number of anchors shared among all genomes
quickly decreases with the increase in the number of genomes. Another problem is that
many genomes (plant genomes in particular) had extensive duplications, which makes
decoding of genomic architecture and rearrangement analysis in plants difficult. The existing synteny block generation algorithms in plants do not address the issue of generating non-overlapping synteny blocks suitable for analyzing rearrangements and evolution
history of duplications.
In this chapter we present a new synteny block generation algorithm based on
the A-Bruijn graph framework that overcomes these difficulties. We applied our algorithm to derive non-overlapping synteny blocks in Arabidopsis thaliana. We also gener-
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alized this approach to synteny block generation for multiple genomes. The algorithm
was applied to human-mouse-rat-dog-chicken genomes and it is able to recover synteny
blocks missed by algorithms requiring 5-way anchors.

3.1

Introduction
Plant genomes exhibit an unusually large proportion of duplicated regions. In

particular, up to 70% of all plant species have polyploid origin (Wendel, 2000). Many
plant genomes are believed to be the result of extensive duplications followed by mutations, gene losses, and rearrangements (Blanc et al., 2000; Vision et al., 2000; Blanc
et al., 2003). The large number of duplications makes decoding of genomic architecture and rearrangement analysis in plants difficult. In particular, segmental duplications
represent a major obstacle to reconstruction of synteny blocks (i.e., conserved regions
across the genomes), resulting in relatively few published results on synteny blocks
in plant genomes as compared to vertebrate genomes (and especially to mammalian
genomes) where segmental duplications are less prevalent and can therefore be largely
ignored while constructing synteny blocks.1 It is estimated that segmental duplications
account only for 5% of the human genome (Lander et al., 2001; Bailey et al., 2002) and
2.9% of the mouse genome (Bailey et al., 2004). In contrast, in plant genomes duplications are prevalent (e.g., duplications account for more than 70% of the Arabidopsis
thaliana genome (Blanc et al., 2003)), and ignoring duplicated regions would render a
synteny block analysis meaningless. This represents an intrinsic difficulty in constructing synteny blocks in plant genomes.
From an algorithmic perspective, the problems of finding synteny blocks between two genomes and synteny blocks within a single genome are very similar. In fact,
finding synteny blocks of multiple genomes can be converted into the problem of finding synteny blocks within a single genome by concatenating the multiple genomes in
an arbitrary order. This illustrates the challenge one faces while reconstructing synteny
blocks in multiple mammalian genomes: indeed this problem is not unlike the difficult
1

For example, in the human genome segmental duplications are usually represented as a set of pairwise
alignments that are masked out in the synteny block generation algorithms.
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and still poorly addressed problem of reconstructing the synteny blocks in highly duplicated plant genomes. In the past, this problem of reconstructing synteny blocks in
k mammalian genomes was addressed by constructing k-way anchors shared between
all genomes (Bourque et al., 2004). However, this approach is limited to small k since
with the growing number of genomes, the number of k-way anchors sharply decreases.
The disappearing k-way anchors may lead to disappearing synteny blocks. The short
synteny blocks (which are important in studies of chromosome evolution (Pevzner and
Tesler, 2003a; Bourque et al., 2004)) are particularly vulnerable to this effect.
A typical synteny block generation algorithm takes as an input a set of alignment anchors (i.e., local alignments or pairs of similar genes) between two genomes
(or two copies of the same genome) and outputs a set of synteny blocks that cover
(without overlaps) most of each participating genome. As a result, each genome is represented as a shuffled sequence of the constructed synteny blocks that enables further
rearrangement analysis of the genomes (e.g., computing the rearrangement distance between them). For two genomes, most existing synteny blocks generation algorithms
employ a 2-dimensional genomic dot-plot where two genomes (or two copies of the
same genome) are placed along the axes on the plane and their alignment anchors are
represented as dots (Figure 3.1(a)). These algorithms further decompose the dot-plot
into a collection of “long” diagonal-like segments constituting 2-D synteny blocks (Figure 3.1). The conventional (1-D) synteny blocks for each genome can be obtained as
projections of the 2-D synteny blocks onto a corresponding axis (Figure 3.1(b)). The
notions of 2-dimensional dot-plots and synteny blocks generalize to k-dimensions when
there are k genomes. This simple description hides a number of computational details that make the problem of synteny block generation non-trivial (Pevzner and Tesler,
2002). In particular, it was demonstrated in (Peng et al., 2006) that some synteny block
generation algorithms may produce biologically inadequate results and emphasized the
important differences between 2-D and 1-D synteny blocks.
Nadeau and Taylor (1984) introduced the notion of conserved segments defined as segments with preserved gene orders without disruption by rearrangements.
The early study of conserved segments were mainly based on comparative genetic
maps (Copeland et al., 1993; DeBry and Seldin, 1996; O’Brien et al., 1999). In
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Figure 3.1: Synteny blocks identification algorithms. (a) Genomic dot-plot between
human X chromosome (x axis) and mouse X chromosome (y axis) constructed for all
orthologous gene pairs represented in Ensembl. Each dot represents a pair of “similar”
genes between the two species (714 pairs). (b) Synteny blocks in 2-D (diagonals) and
1-D (bar with arrow) representations produced by GRIMM-Synteny (Tesler, 2002b).
(c) Synteny blocks in 2-D and 1-D representations generated by AB-Synteny. Each
color represents a synteny block (duplication on the concatenated genome). Colors are
inherited from Figure 3.2(c).
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Figure 3.2: AB-Synteny: A-Bruijn graph versus breakpoint graph. (a) A-Bruijn graph
with “similar” genes as gluing instructions before simplifications. (b) A-Bruijn graph
after simplifications (with symmetrical nodes/edges removed). Red edges are of human
X chromosome and blue edges are of mouse X chromosome. The bold red and blue
edges correspond to the synteny blocks in Figures 3.1(c). Note that in the A-Bruijn
graph, each pair of bold red/blue edges is a single edge with multiplicity 2 and they are
shown as parallel edges for illustration purpose. The black edge connects (concatenates)
the human and mouse chromosomes. (c) Redraw of (b) with synteny blocks represented
in different colors. An end node (the shaded node) is added. (d) The A-Bruijn graph
is equivalent to the breakpoint graph when edges representing syntenies and the edge
transitioning from mouse to human are removed.
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contrast, genomic sequences reveal substantially more rearrangements including microrearrangements (i.e., relatively short rearrangements) that were invisible in mapping
data, requiring new algorithms to adequately deal with micro-rearrangements. Waterston et al. (2002) and Pevzner and Tesler (2002) described two approaches to synteny
block generation, that produce similar results. Yet another approach based on syntenic
chains and nets was proposed by Kent et al. (2003). There are many other studies
describing different methods of “synteny block” generation (Fujibuchi et al., 2000; Rogozin et al., 2002; Brudno et al., 2003; Calabrese et al., 2003; Darling et al., 2004b,a;
Bourque et al., 2005b; Swidan et al., 2006; Dewey et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2006; Sinha
and Meller, 2007; Hachiya et al., 2009). While these approaches proved to be adequate
for small sets of mammalian genomes,2 and in some cases prokaryotic genomes, they do
not particularly address issues that stem from extensive duplications in plant genomes.
In the presence of duplications, the 2-D synteny blocks may overlap in 1-D, i.e., along
one of the genomes. A natural way to overcome synteny blocks overlapping in 1-D is
to decompose them into smaller blocks that either do not overlap or overlap entirely in
1-D. As soon as such synteny blocks are constructed, each genome can be represented
as a shuffled sequence of these blocks with some of them appearing in multiple copies.
There are a few previous efforts to generate synteny blocks for genomes with
large duplications. Kellis et al. (2004) constructed Doubly Conserved Syntenies (DCS)
between Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Kluyveromyces waltii yeast genomes and used
them to argue that the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome underwent a Whole Genome
Duplication (WGD) in the course of evolution. Duplicated synteny blocks for the
Arabidopsis thaliana genome were independently generated by Bowers et al. (2003)
and Blanc et al. (2003). Bowers’ construction was done by connecting two anchors in
the dot-plot as soon as the Manhattan distance between them was less than 20 genes
(which is equivalent to GRIMM-Synteny’s gap threshold G = 20 (Pevzner and Tesler,
2002)). Then adjacent blocks with the opposite orientation that could be explained by
a local inversion were combined. A gap threshold of 6 genes was used in Blanc et al.
(2003)3 , resulting in a larger number of duplicated blocks of a shorter average length.
2
Since the number of duplications in mammalian genomes is small, the 2-D synteny blocks usually do
not overlap in 1-D.
3
Details of the algorithm in Blanc et al. (2003) are sketchy.
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Hampson et al. (2003, 2005) developed algorithms LineUp and CloseUp that applied
statistical methods to generate chromosomal homology (which may overlap even in 2-D,
in contrast to synteny blocks) based on maize mapping data. Haas et al. (2004) detects
syntenic or duplicated regions by identifying chains of gene pairs sharing conserved
order between genomic regions. Vandepoele et al. (2002) introduced the ADHoRe algorithm to determine synteny blocks (which may overlap in 1-D) between Arabidopsis
thaliana genome and rice BACs. The improved tool i-ADHoRe combines gene content
and gene order information to detect highly degenerated homology within and bewteen
genomes (Simillion et al., 2008). SyMAP was introduced by Soderlund et al. (2006)
to identify syntenic chains between Zea mays, Sorghum bicolor, and Sorghum propinquum FPC maps and the Oryza sativa genomic sequences. None of the aforementioned
studies addressed the issue of generating non-overlapping synteny blocks suitable for
analyzing rearrangements and evolution history of duplications.
Pevzner et al. (2004) introduced the A-Bruijn graph approach to repeat classification, representing all repeats in a genome as a mosaic of sub-repeats. Later, A-Bruijn
graphs were also found useful in other problems such as multiple alignment (Raphael
et al., 2004), composite repeat analysis (Zhi et al., 2006), and de novo protein sequencing (Bandeira et al., 2006). In this chapter we demonstrate that the A-Bruijn graph
framework can be also applied to the problem of synteny block generation for genomes
with large duplications. Our algorithm produces non-overlapping synteny blocks in both
2-D and 1-D representations.
By simply concatenating multiple genomes, we can generalize this approach
to synteny block generation for multiple genomes. Previous efforts to generate synteny blocks for k genomes often required k-way alignment anchors, e.g., orthologous
genes present in all k genomes (Bourque et al., 2005a). As k increases, the number of
k-way anchors decreases, making the methods hard to scale. For example, in Ensembl
database version 44, there are 14903 one-to-one orthologous human-mouse gene pairs
(anchors), 13452 human-mouse-rat anchors, 12359 human-mouse-rat-dog anchors, and
only 8735 human-mouse-rat-dog-chicken anchors.4 While missing anchors are allowed
4
Note that “anchors” in the context of synteny block generation usually refer to “unique anchors.” We
use the term more loosely in this chapter to represent any aligned elements between or within genomes,
where an element may align to one or more other elements.
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in Ma et al. (2006) when constructing conserved segments between multiple genomes, it
requires a reference genome to which all other genomes are aligned. Mercator (Dewey
and Pachter, 2006) detects cliques of various sizes to use as potential anchors. While it
allows anchors from a subset of the genomes, it also requires all-vs-all alignments (unless some preprocessing is performed). Our approach is not subject to such constraints
as it uses pairwise anchors as an input, and it does not require a reference genome.
While there is no gold standard to what constitutes “correct” synteny blocks,
all synteny block generation algorithms are parameter-dependent and may produce different synteny blocks on the same input data. To evaluate the performance of synteny
block generation algorithms, we simulated genomes with large duplications and known
synteny blocks and analyzed how well our algorithm reconstructs the underlined synteny blocks. We further applied our algorithm to real data and compared results to the
published synteny or duplicated blocks.

3.2

Approach
Figure 3.3(a) shows a hypothetical sequence of genes, resulting from multiple

segmental duplications. In reality, we are given only the resulting genomic sequence and
know nothing about the structure of its segments (marked by the colors in Figure 3.3(a)).
It is natural to ask what evolutionary events (including rearrangements and duplications)
created the given genomic sequence. Before answering this question, we need to understand the duplication structure of the given genome, i.e., to represent it as a sequence of
non-overlapping blocks, each of which may appear one or more times.
The diagonals in Figure 3.3(b) are what conventional synteny block construction methods would produce as synteny blocks from the genomic dot-plot of a genome
against itself. Since these blocks overlap along the sequence, the duplication structure is
unclear. Ideally, we would like to see diagonals that do not overlap along the sequence
(Figure 3.3(c)). One natural approach is for every pair of partially overlapped blocks
along each axis to cut the overlapping region off these blocks into two new entirely
overlapping blocks. As newly created blocks may partially overlap with other blocks,
to eliminate all such partial overlaps a number of subsequent cuts may be required.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 3.3: Multiple duplications and A-Bruijn graph representation. (a) A hypothetical
sequence with multiple duplications. (b,c) Genomic dot-plot and the resulting synteny
blocks of the sequence with multiple duplications. The 2-D representation overlap in
1-D. (d) Generate A-Bruijn graph of the sequence. (e) A-Bruijn graph of the sequence.
Edges with multiplicity greater than 1 are synteny blocks. Blocks B, E each have two
copies, and C has three copies.
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The problem with such an approach, however, is that in some cases the initial synteny
blocks might result in the iterative fragmenting and shrinking of synteny blocks. While
this phenomenon is well known in repeat classification (e.g., RECON algorithm (Bao
and Eddy, 2002) follows a similar scheme), it has not been addressed yet in synteny
block reconstruction. This simple and seemingly sensible approach does not work well
in complex cases (Pevzner et al., 2004). For example, early attempts to use a similar
approach for constructing “duplication subunits” (analogs of synteny blocks for segmental duplications) failed and new more elaborated techniques were used to resolve
this challenge (Jiang et al., 2007). While the complexity of synteny reconstruction so
far is nowhere close to the complexity of the repeat analysis, the addition of every new
species will soon make the synteny reconstruction more difficult, thus calling for techniques to overcome the limits of tools based on iterative splitting. In addition, synteny
blocks (different from repeats) are subject to microrearrangments, thus further complicating the problem.
Although repeats and duplicated synteny blocks result from different biological
events, they both represent sub-sequences appearing multiple times in the genomes.
Repeats and duplicated synteny blocks differ mostly in length and in the number of
occurrences in the genomes. Therefore, the problem of constructing non-overlapping
synteny blocks for genomes with duplications is similar to the problem of de novo repeat
classification and can be solved accordingly.
The same approach can also be used for generation of synteny blocks across
multiple genomes by simply concatenating them into a single genome. If there are no
duplications in the original genomes, then a k-copy synteny block in the concatenated
genome corresponds to a k-way synteny block of the original genomes.
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3.3
3.3.1

Methods
AB-Synteny
Without loss of generality we will generate synteny blocks for a single

genome.5 Suppose that the given genome is represented as a sequence of elements (base
pairs or genes) v1 , v2 , . . . , vn . These elements form the vertices of a path-graph P where
every pair of consecutive vertices vi and vi+1 (for i = 1, . . . , n − 1) are connected with
a directed edge. To obtain an A-Bruijn graph (Pevzner et al., 2004) A from the graph P,
one needs to “glue” all vertices of P belonging to the same anchor into a single vertex
(Figure 3.3(d)). The resulting A-Bruijn graph A inherits all edges from the path-graph
P, counting multiplicity of each edge as its weight, (hence, the edges in A are weighted
and there are no parallel edges (Figure 3.3(e)).
The A-Bruijn graph A has one source and one sink6 such that the original
genome can be read along some path from the source to the sink. Every edge with
weight greater than one corresponds to a syntenic region (i.e., a region that may belong
to at most one synteny block), and its weight gives the number of copies of this syntenic
region in the genome.
Unfortunately, such an interpretation of the A-Bruijn graph meets a number
of obstacles. Inconsistencies in alignments and tandem duplications may create whirls7
in A, while gaps in alignments may create bulges in A (Pevzner et al., 2004). As a
result, the constructed A-Bruijn graph can be exceedingly complicated. For example, the
A-Bruijn graph constructed from Arabidopsis gene pairs has 6394 vertices and 12761
edges. To overcome these difficulties, Pevzner et al. (2004) suggested a heuristic routine
simplifying an A-Bruijn graph, which we partially apply to the graph A. In the process,
we simplify the A-Bruijn graph by substituting every simple path in the graph by a single
edge with its length equal to the length of the path.
Overall, our synteny block generation algorithm AB-Synteny has the following
parameters:
5

For two or more genomes, we will simply concatenate them to obtain a combined genomic sequence
that will constitute an input single “genome” for our synteny block generation algorithm.
6
In practice, it is convenient to have also an inverted sequence of the same genome (reflecting the
reverse DNA strand), in which case there are two sources and two sinks.
7
Whirls refer to short directed cycles, while bulges refer to short undirected cycles in A.
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• the girth g specifies a distance threshold for removing whirls;
• B specifies the threshold for bulge removal;
• L is the block size threshold (minimum number of elements in the blocks);
• G and C are gap and block size thresholds used in pre-processing (to eliminate
noisy anchors from the input data).
AB-Synteny(G, C, g, B, L)
1. For two or more genomes, concatenate all genomes forming a single genome.
2. Pre-processing: run GRIMM-Synteny(G, C) (Tesler, 2002b) to produce nonoverlapping syntenic blocks in 2-D (blocks may overlap in 1-D). GRIMMSynteny removes all anchors within “small” blocks (smaller than C).
3. Construct an A-Bruijn graph: run A-Bruijn(g, B)—a simpler version of the graph
clean up routines detailed in Pevzner et al. (2004)—on the remaining anchors,
removing whirls shorter than g and simple bulges shorter than B.
4. Output paths whose multiplicities are greater than one and whose length are equal
or greater than L. These are syntenic regions.
5. Post-processing: merge neighboring syntenic regions of same orientation interrupted only by short gaps into synteny blocks. Assign each synteny block a unique
ID.
We remark that since the constructed paths (syntenic regions) do not overlap in the A-Bruijn graph, they also do not overlap in 1-D (both before and after the
post-processing step). As a result, AB-Synteny produces a number of synteny blocks
non-overlapping in 1-D and a representation of the given genome as a mosaic of these
blocks (each block may appear in multiple copies). In other words, an entire genome
is represented as a word over the alphabet of synteny blocks, which facilitates further
duplication and rearrangement studies.
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3.3.2

Data sets

Vertebrate genomes
As an illustration and a validation of the AB-Synteny algorithm, we extracted
and analyzed 714 gene pairs between human and mouse X chromosomes from Ensembl
database version 39. The gene pairs are described as “orthologs” by Ensembl. After
highly repetitive gene pairs (present in more than 10 copies) are removed, 606 gene pairs
remain. The human X chromosome has a total of 1360 genes and mouse X chromosome
has 1267 genes.
We further constructed 5-way synteny blocks for human, mouse, rat, dog and
chicken genomes using all available pairwise orthologous (one-to-one) genes from Ensembl 44 (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Number of orthologous gene-pairs used by AB-Synteny to construct syntenies
human mouse

rat

dog chicken

# genes 31101 28157 27264 22602 15936
mouse 14917
rat

14257 16006

dog

14943 14517 13940

chicken 10990 10717 10304 10850

Plant genome
We analyzed 5700 paralogous gene pairs in Arabidopsis thaliana from (Bowers
et al., 2003), selected from about 30503 A. thaliana genes.
Simulated genomes with segmental duplications
To construct a simulated genome with duplications we started with a sequence
of unique elements (genes) and performed a number of segmental duplications over
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it. A segmental duplication over a sequence x1 , ..., xN is defined by three parameters:
starting/ending positions 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ N and a target position 1 ≤ t < p or t < q ≤
N, and results in the sequence x1 , x2 , . . . , xt−1 , xp , xp+1 , . . . , xq , xt , xt+1 , . . . , xN . Each
duplicated region then becomes subject to gene loss.
Procedure Simulate SEG generates a simulated genome with segmental duplications with the following parameters:
• N is the number of unique elements (e.g. genes) in the genome prior to any
duplication;
• n is the number of duplications performed;
• W is the maximum span of each duplication;
• R is the gene loss rate, i.e., the percentage of the duplicated elements (both original and duplicated copies) to be deleted;
• m is the total number of inversions performed within duplicated regions.
Simulate SEG(N, n, W, R, m)
1. Generate genome x1 ...xN , where xi 6= xj for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N .
2. Randomly select locations i, j (duplication breakpoints), and a width w, such that
1 ≤ w ≤ W , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N and i < j or j + w ≤ i. Duplicate xj , xj+1 , ...xj+w−1
at location i. Repeat n times, record all duplicated regions.
3. Randomly delete k elements from duplicated regions, where
k = (R/100)∗total number of elements in the duplicated regions.
4. Perform m inversions at random breakpoints within duplicated regions.
The breakpoints of each duplication are recorded and tracked. As the duplication breakpoints are randomly selected, some regions of the genome may be duplicated
multiple times. By performing inversions within duplicated regions, the duplication
breakpoints do not move and non-duplicated regions are not mixed with duplicated regions. Since we know exactly where the duplicated regions are, we can compare them to
the duplicated regions recovered by the algorithm. Note that it is possible that duplicated
regions are beyond recognition in case of severe gene loss (when R is large).
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Simulated genomes with whole genome duplications
As many plants have undergone Whole Genome Duplication, we also simulated this process. Procedure Simulate WGD generates a simulated genome with whole
genome duplication with the following parameters:
• N is the number of unique elements (e.g. genes) in the genome prior to the whole
genome duplication;
• M is the total number of macro-inversions performed on the genome after a WGD.
Inversion breakpoints are randomly selected;
• m is the total number of micro-inversions performed on the genome with randomly selected breakpoints subject to the constrain of a maximum span;
• w is the maximum inversion span of each micro-inversion;
• R is the gene loss rate, i.e., the percentage of the duplicated elements (both original and duplicated copies) to be deleted.
Simulate WGD(N, M, m, w, R)
1. Generate genome x1 ...xN , x1 ...xN , where xi 6= xj for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N .
2. Perform M macro-inversions. Both breakpoints are randomly selected.
3. Perform m micro-inversions. For each micro-inversion, randomly select a breakpoint i and a width d such that 1 ≤ d ≤ w; perform the inversion between
breakpoints i and i + d.
4. Randomly delete k elements from the genome, where
k = (R/100) ∗ 2N .
By mapping all inversion breakpoints back to the genome (x1 ...xN ) prior to the
whole genome duplication, we may obtain all duplicated regions. After gene deletions,
however, some of the regions may be deleted entirely or have lost many of their genes
such that a pair of duplicated regions share few common genes (anchors).
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3.4
3.4.1

Results
Syntenic analysis of vertebrate genomes
We concatenated 1360 genes from the human X chromosome and 1267 genes

from the mouse X chromosome, forming a genome of 2627 genes.8 During concatenation, a number of elements (larger than the gap threshold) were inserted between two
chromosomes to prevent synteny blocks from forming across boundaries of chromosomes or genomes. An A-Bruijn graph was constructed on the concatenated genomes
using the 606 gene pairs between human and mouse X chromosomes as gluing instructions. The A-Bruijn graph has 906 vertices and 1636 edges (Figure 3.2(a) shows
a simplified A-Bruijn graph). The graph was further simplified with the parameters
g = 10, B = 20 and L = 4. The remaining graph has 46 vertices and 64 edges,
from which synteny blocks were extracted as shown in Figure 3.2(b).9 Figures 3.2(c)
and 3.2(d) illustrate that the A-Bruijn graph is actually equivalent to the breakpoint
graph for analyzing rearrangement scenarios (Hannenhalli and Pevzner, 1999). After
joining the neighboring syntenies of the same orientation, a total of 8 strips of syntenies
emerged between human and mouse X chromosomes 3.1(c), covering 85.64% of human and 89.72% of mouse X chromosomes. The syntenies are similar to the published
results (Pevzner and Tesler, 2002) with small differences mainly caused by correcting
fragment assembly errors in the latest versions of the human and mouse genomic sequences. The GRIMM-Synteny results on this dataset are shown in 3.1(b). The blocks
from AB-Synteny and GRIMM-Synteny largely coincide.
For human-mouse-rat-dog-chicken, we did two sets of synteny block generations. In the first set, we concatenated all 31101 human genes, 28157 mouse genes,
27264 rat genes, 22602 dog genes, and 15936 chicken genes into a single genome,
and applied AB-Synteny (G = 30, C = 3, g = 10, B = 20, L = 4) to the resulting
genome using total of 125347 available gene pairs (1-to-1 orthologs) between any two
8

The previous analysis (Bourque et al., 2005a) revealed that adding nongenetic to genetic similarities
hardly affects the synteny blocks. We therefore limit our analyses to genes only rather than arbitrary
regions of similarity between multiple genomes.
9
The numbers of vertices and edges reflect the final A-Bruijn graph including both the forward and
inverted sequences. The final A-Bruijn graph shown however only includes forward sequence for illustration purpose.
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Table 3.2: 5-way synteny blocks constructed by AB-Synteny and GRIMM-Synteny
Genome

AB-Synteny (666) GRIMM-Synteny (466) Shared coverage

length (Mb) length (Mb)

%

length (Mb)

%

length (Mb)

%

human

3080

2017

65.47

2091

67.90

1837

59.63

mouse

2644

1792

67.79

1810

68.45

1604

60.66

rat

2719

1884

69.30

1915

70.43

1692

62.24

dog

2445

1669

68.26

1776

72.62

1527

62.44

chicken

1032

790

76.52

790

76.57

702

68.03

genomes as gluing instructions. In the second set, we removed all genes that do not
belong to any gene pair, and concatenated the remaining 16196 human genes, 17196
mouse genes, 16464 rat genes, 15792 dog genes, and 10908 chicken genes into a single genome, and applied AB-Synteny with the same parameters. The results are very
similar and we report the results from the second set. After the vertices with 1-in and
1-out edges are merged, the A-Bruijn graph has 23228 vertices and 41833 edges. After
the simplification, 3564 vertices and 6814 edges remained. They resulted in 666 5-way
synteny blocks. We also extracted 8735 5-way orthologous genes from the gene pairs
and applied GRIMM-Synteny(G = 100, C = 4), where G is the total gap threshold.
The results from the two algorithms are compared and listed in Table 3.2. The shared
coverage refers to regions of a genome that belong to synteny blocks reconstructed by
both algorithms. Figure 3.4 compares the human-mouse X chromosome portion of the
5-way synteny blocks to those synteny blocks derived from human-mouse data alone as
shown in Figure 3.1(c). As expected, the blocks from 5-way syntenies are shorter and
more fragmented.
GRIMM-Synteny requires k-way anchors when there are k species. Some of
the synteny blocks recovered by AB-Synteny but missed by GRIMM-Synteny are due
to a reduced number of k-way (5-way) anchors as the number of species increases.
Figure 3.5 illustrates such an example. The region is on chromosome 1 of the five
species and it consists of 13 genes from human, 9 genes from mouse, 9 genes from
rat, 10 genes from dog and 5 genes from chicken. There are three 5-way anchors, two
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4-way anchors and one 3-way anchor. Only the 5-way anchors can be used as inputs
to GRIMM-Synteny or any other algorithms that require k-way anchors for k genomes.
Since the number of such anchors is below the block threshold, the syntenic region is
missed by GRIMM-Synteny. On the other hand, AB-Synteny requires only pairwise
anchors between any two genomes. All six anchors therefore can be used as inputs.
With equivalent parameter settings, AB-Synteny is able to recover the block as a result
of more supporting anchors. This feature of AB-Synteny allows the algorithm to scale
more easily to a large number of genomes.
7

x 10

Syntenies by AB!Synteny

Mouse X chromosome

15

10

5

0
0

5
10
15
Human X chromosome x 107

Figure 3.4: Synteny blocks between human and mouse X chromosomes generated by
AB-Synteny. Colored diagonals are generated by using human and mouse data alone
(same as in figure 3.1(c)). Black diagonals are the human-mouse part of the humanmouse-rat-dog-chicken 5-way syntenic blocks.

3.4.2

Duplication analysis of plant genome
We applied AB-Synteny (G = 20, C = 6, g = 10, B = 100, L = 4) to the

Arabidopsis thaliana genome with 30503 genes and 5700 anchors (gene pairs).10 It gen10

The gene pairs are from (Bowers et al., 2003).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: Comparison between AB-Synteny and GRIMM-Synteny: A region of chromosome 1 of five species that is recovered by AB-Synteny but missed by GRIMMSynteny due to the small number of 5-way anchors. (a) one-to-one orthologous gene
pairs from Ensembl database. (b) 5-way anchors input to GRIMM-Synteny: the block
is missed. (c) All available anchors are used by AB-Synteny: the block is recovered.
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erated 223 non-overlapping segments in 1-D, making up 103 synteny blocks. Tables 3.3
and 3.4 compare AB-Synteny results with the synteny blocks from Bowers et al. (2003)
and Blanc et al. (2003).11 Almost all our synteny blocks are inside blocks of Bowers et
al., and about 2.66% of our blocks (covering 812 genes) are outside blocks of Blanc et
al.
To estimate the quality of a synteny block, we define two measures. First, we
define the anchor density of synteny block i as di =

|A|
,
|B1 ∪B2 |

where A is the set of

anchors contained in the synteny block, and B1 and B2 are the set of elements in the
two syntenic regions respectively. The anchor density of all synteny blocks is defined as
Pn
1
i=1 di , where n is the number of synteny blocks.
n
As a second measure, we define the anchor-synteny distance (dsi ) of synteny
block i between two species as follows. Let X1 , X2 be the starting and ending points
of synteny block i on the first species and Y1 , Y2 the second species. Let xk , yk be the
center of anchor k belonging to synteny block i (let xs , xe be the starting and ending
points of anchor k on the first species and ys , ye the second species; then xk =
and yk =

ys +ye
).
2

Then dsi =

|

P ni

√

k=1 (X2 −X1 )∗(Y1 −yk )−(X1 −xk )∗(Y2 −Y1 )|
(X2 −X1 )2 +(Y2 −Y1 )2

xs +xe
2

where ni is the

number of anchors in block i. In other words, it is the sum of the signed distance from
each anchor to its synteny block represented as a diagonal line. The anchor-synteny
P
distance of all synteny blocks is simply ni=1 dsi where n is the total number of synteny
blocks.
While there is currently no objective criteria to evaluate the quality of synteny
block generation algorithms, the anchor density (while imperfect and biased in favor
of short synteny blocks) and anchor-synteny distance allow one to compare different
synteny block generation approaches.
Figure 3.6 shows several synteny blocks generated by AB-Synteny for the Arabidopsis thaliana genome. Notice that the blocks appearing in more than two copies
(blue colored blocks) are delineated from the 2-copy blocks (magenta blocks). The single red block is one of the synteny blocks (referred to as chromosomal segment pairs)
11

One may notice the discrepancy between the numbers reported here and those reported by Bowers
et al. (2003). This discrepancy is explained by the total number of genes considered. The Arabidopsis
thaliana gene set used in this chapter was released by NCBI on 9 June 2005 (They are from the TIGR 5.0
release). There are a total of 30503 genes. Since the blocks reported by Bowers et al. (2003) contain only
anchors, the size of each block is determined by the number of genes it covers.
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Table 3.3: Comparison of AB-Synteny results to published A. thaliana synteny blocks
# of Synteny
blocks

Methods

Coverage
# genes

%

Overlap in 1-D Anchor Anchor-synteny
# genes

%

density

distance

1. Bowers et al. (2003)

34

26034 85.35 5069

16.62 0.158

107.70

2. Blanc et al. (2003)

91

24370 79.89 7118

23.34 0.119

116.74

3. AB-Synteny

103

21862 71.67

0

0

0.193

84.07

Table 3.4: Synteny block coverage shared between methods in Table 3.3
Methods # of genes

%

1&2

24089

78.97

1&3

21847

71.62

2&3

21050

69.01

reported in Bowers et al. (2003). Careful inspection of the genomic segment shown in
Figure 3.6 reveals a large gap of 499 genes in chromosome 3 (x axis) and a corresponding gap of 12 genes in chromosome 4 (y axis). We therefore argue that the AB-Synteny
representation provides a more accurate view of the Arabidopsis thaliana genomic architecture.
The last step in the synteny block generation algorithm in Bowers et al. (2003)
combines adjacent syntenic regions with opposite orientation and order that may be
explained by local inversions, although it is not clear which inversions are considered
local. The separation of segments in such cases can partially explain the comparatively
low coverage of AB-Synteny as shown in Table 3.3.
There is partial agreement of our synteny blocks with those generated by
LineUp (Hampson et al., 2003) (data not shown). While the syntenic regions reported
by LineUp do in general overlap with the regions generated by AB-Synteny, LineUp
reports all statistically significant syntenic regions without trying to define the boundaries of the regions. As these regions overlap significantly, they cannot be used for
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reconstruction of rearrangement and duplication scenarios.

3.4.3

AB-Synteny on simulated genomes
While AB-Synteny produces non-overlapping synteny blocks in their 1-D rep-

resentations, the purpose of simulation is to examine how well the algorithm recovers
known (from simulation) duplicated regions in a genome. The simulated genomes with
segmental duplications are generated by running Simulate SEG with following parameters: N = 4000; n = 100, 200; W = 40, 60, 80, 100; R = 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60; m =
50, 100, 150, 200.
We applied AB-Synteny(., ., 10, 40, 4) without pre-processing (hence a . in
place of G and C) to the simulated genomes. In general, the duplicated portion of
the genome grows as n and W increase and as R decreases, and m has no effect as inversions only happen within duplicated regions in the simulation. Figure 3.7 shows the
percentage of the originally duplicated regions recovered by AB-Synteny (recovery rate)
as a function of the gene loss rate R. The recovery rate is defined as
i
where SAB
are the set of synteny blocks generated by AB-Synteny,

i |−|∪S i \∪S i
|∪SAB
orig |
AB
,
i
|∪Sorig
|
i
Sorig
are the original

duplicated blocks, and the function || gives the size (the number of genes) of a block or
a union of blocks.
When the number of duplications is small, the duplicated regions contain a
small number of genes and the same number of inversions cause more disruption to
the gene order, making the duplication detection harder, resulting in a reduced recovery
rate. As W increases, the duplicated regions involve more and more genes, making the
detection of duplicated regions easier, thus increasing the recovery rate. The recovery
rate decreases obviously as the gene loss rate grows. The number of inversions within
duplicated regions does not seem to have an obvious effect on the recovery rate.
The performance of AB-Synteny on the simulated genomes with segmental
duplications is shown in Figures 3.8. Figure 3.8(a) shows the proportional size of true
duplications

i |−|∪S i \∪S i
|∪SAB
orig |
AB
,
N0
0

and false duplications

i \∪S i
|∪SAB
orig |
N0

identified by AB-

Synteny, where N is the length of a genome.
Figure 3.8(b) shows the recovery rate (true positives) of AB-Synteny as a function of its false positives, defined as

i \∪S i
|∪SAB
orig |
.
i
0
N −|∪Sorig
|
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The simulated genomes with whole genome duplication are generated by running Simulate WGD with following parameters: N = 4000; M = 50, 100, 150, 200;
m = 0, 500; w = 5; R = 0, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60.
We applied AB-Synteny(., ., 10, 40, 3) without pre-processing to the simulated
genomes. Of all the originally recorded duplicated blocks in a simulated genome, we
discard a pair of duplicated blocks if they have only one anchor or if both blocks have
fewer than three genes. The remaining blocks are considered as real duplicated blocks.
They do not, however, necessarily represent recoverable duplications.
The block recovery rate of AB-Synteny is defined as

Nab
Norig

where Nab is the

number of real duplicated blocks covered by AB-Synteny blocks, and Norig is the total
number of real duplicated blocks. A block is covered by another block if they overlap
by at least two genes. The block recovery rate of AB-Synteny on the simulated genomes
with WGD are shown in Figure 3.9 as a function of gene loss rate R. At gene loss rate
R, two duplicated regions are expected to share

3.5

(100−R)2
100

percent of their genes.

Discussion
The uniqueness of our new synteny block generation algorithm AB-Synteny

stems from the fact that it produces synteny blocks that do not overlap in 1-D representations. None of the conventional synteny block generation algorithms have this property,
which is essential for further analysis of the synteny blocks to study rearrangement and
duplication history.
AB-Synteny can also be used for generation of synteny blocks across multiple
genomes. Given k genomes, one simply concatenates them into a single genome. If
there are no duplications in the original genomes, then the edges with multiplicity k in
the A-Bruijn graph correspond to synteny blocks shared by all k genomes.
Even though we treat synteny block generation for a single genome and for
multiple genomes as the same problem, we remark that the alignment anchors in the
two cases have different characteristics. Inside the underlying synteny blocks, alignment anchors across multiple genomes are usually better preserved than within a single
genome. Since genes are often deleted or diverged over time such that the similarity is
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beyond recognition after duplication events, some of the underlying duplicated regions
may not share many alignment anchors, making it difficult to detect the true extent of
duplications.
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Figure 3.6: A local view of synteny blocks of A. thaliana generated by AB-Synteny. (a)
is a detailed view of the region covered by the red box in (b). Gene pairs (anchors) are
in green; the synteny block from Bowers et al. (2003) is a red box; and other colored
diagonals are synteny blocks generated by AB-Synteny: magenta: 2 copies, blue: 3
copies (the extra copy is shown in (b)).
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Figure 3.7: Recovery rate of duplicated regions by AB-Synteny on simulated genomes
with n = 200 segmental duplications. Colors represent various total numbers of inversions (m). Line-styles represent various maximum spans of duplications (W ).
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Figure 3.8: On simulated genomes with segmental duplications: (a) True (blue color)
and false (magenta color) duplications as constructed by AB-Synteny. (b) True duplication recovery rate versus false duplication recovery rate by AB-Synteny. Colors
represent the percentage of the simulated genomes that are originally duplicated.
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Figure 3.9: Block recovery rate of duplicated regions by AB-Synteny as a function of
gene loss rate (R) on simulated genomes with WGD. Colors represent various numbers
of macro-inversions (M ). (a) Without micro-inversion (b) 500 micro-inversions.

Chapter 4
Multiple Sequence Assembly from
Reads Alignable to a Common
Reference Genome
We describe a set of computational problems motivated by certain analysis
tasks in genome re-sequencing. These are assembly problems for which multiple distinct sequences must be assembled, but where the relative positions of reads to be assembled are already known. This information is obtained from a common reference
genome and is characteristic of re-sequencing experiments. The simplest variant of the
problem aims at determining a minimum set of superstrings such that each sequenced
read matches at least one superstring. We give an algorithm with time complexity O(N ),
where N is the sum of the lengths of reads, substantially improving on previous algorithms for solving the same problem (Eriksson et al., 2008). We also examine the problem of finding the smallest number of reads to remove such that the remaining reads
are consistent with k superstrings. By exploiting a surprising relationship with the minimum cost flow problem, we show that this problem can be solved in polynomial time
when nested reads are excluded. If nested reads are permitted, this problem of removing
the minimum number of reads becomes NP-hard. We show that permitting mismatches
between reads and their nearest superstrings generally renders these problems NP-hard.
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4.1

Introduction
Dramatic developments in high-throughput sequencing technology have

opened the door to numerous new applications of DNA sequencing. Many of these applications can be described as “resequencing” experiments, where a reference genome
has already been sequenced for the organism of interest or another organism that is
closely related. When a reference genome is available, sequenced reads can be aligned to
the reference genome and there is no need for de novo sequence assembly. Applications
that depend on aligning reads to a reference genome include ChIP-seq (Schones and
Zhao, 2008), RNA-seq (Mortazavi et al., 2008) and individual variation studies (Jakobsson et al., 2008); these sequencing applications have had a significant impact on genome
sciences in recent years. As long as a reference genome is available, no assembly is
required for these applications. In certain other sequencing applications, while traditional sequence assembly is not required, relationships between individual reads must
be considered despite the existence of a reference genome. Here we examine algorithmic problems motivated by sequencing applications where the goal is to assemble
multiple closely related genomes present in the same sequenced sample. We assume
that reads can be mapped to a common reference genome, so the relative positions of
reads are known, but work remains to determine which reads correspond to the same superstrings. This type of assembly problem emerges in a surprising variety of biological
data analysis contexts.
The simplest such problems are associated with haplotype inference, and are
already both well-known and well-studied. Haplotype inference seeks to infer a pair of
distinct haplotypes using reads sequenced from a diploid organism. Haplotype inference is of great medical importance, both to help understand the relationship between
genotypes and disease phenotypes (Frazer et al., 2007) and as the basis for personalized
medicine (Biesecker et al., 2009). Various optimization problems have been formulated
for haplotyping a population of individuals from the same species or closely related
species (Bafna et al., 2003; Gusfield, 2002; Eskin et al., 2003; Li et al., 2004) and for
haplotyping a single individual (Lancia et al., 2001). While these problems are often
NP-hard, some heuristics have been effectively employed in practice. For example, a
greedy heuristic with iterative refinement of the initial solution was employed to infer
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the haplotypes of heterozygous loci of an individual genome (Levy et al., 2007). Another method that has proven effective in practice is to use a general technique founded
in statistics, such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (Bansal et al., 2008). The difficulty
of these problems seems to result from sequencing errors, and one general approach to
address sequencing errors is to include a stage of either removal of erroneous reads or
error correction (Pevzner et al., 2001). For example, the minimum SNP removal (single nucleotide polymorphism) and minimum fragment removal variants were defined for
the individual haplotyping problem as a means of producing data that may be assumed
error-free (Bafna et al., 2005).
Research on haplotype inference has focused on diploid species. Polyploidy
refers to the state of an organism having more than two sets of homologous chromosomes (Ohno, 1970). Polyploid species have been found among plants, animals and
fungi. For example, some species of the sturgeon order Acipenserformes have up to
500 chromosomes and are classified as functional octaploids with 8 copies of each chromosome (Ludwig et al., 2001). Several degrees of ploidy have been observed among
frogs and Xenopus ruwenzoriensis has 12 sets of homologous chromosomes (Kobel and
Du Pasquier, 1986). The phenomenon is particularly common in plants, where estimates
indicate that more than 70% of species of flowering plants have had some ploidy increase
in their history (Meyers and Levin, 2006). Polyploidy also has important implications
for crop improvement due to the associated evolutionary advantages (Udall and Wendel,
2006). These advantages are derived from the generation of genomic diversity through
gene duplication, but without negatively affecting dosage relationships of functionally
related genes (Ohno, 1970). To understand the role of polyploidy in evolution requires
methods for inferring haplotypes of polyploid organisms. However, traditional haplotype inference algorithms are specifically restricted to pairs of haplotypes, and cannot
be directly applied to polyploid species.
In the field of metagenomics the aim is to understand heterogenous populations of organisms by sequencing samples from those populations (Tringe and Rubin,
2005). Most commonly the focus is on bacterial populations, for example those in
soils or deep-ocean niches (Tringe et al., 2005) or those living in the human gut (Gill
et al., 2006). Specific goals of metagenomic experiments include quantifying genomic
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diversity, identifying species present in a population and quantifying the relative frequencies of species. Because so many bacterial and viral genomes already exist in sequence databases, reads from metagenomics projects can often be mapped to a reference
genome. Frequently the reference consists of a specific gene (e.g. 16S rRNA) common
to all organisms of interest. Sequenced reads can be mapped to this gene, and matches
and mismatches between reads can be used to distinguish the individual species in the
sample. For an unknown number of haplotypes in sequencing of virus genomes, Eriksson et al. (2008) reconstructed haplotypes assuming error-free reads (following an error
correction stage) with relative positions known prior to the assembly stage (Eriksson
et al., 2008).
The field of epigenomics presents yet another example of an assembly problem where multiple sequences must be assembled but with the assistance of a reference
genome. DNA methylation in mammals occurs primarily at CpG dinucleotides. Healthy
differentiated cells have high levels of methylation genome-wide, with small regions of
very low methylation. These regions of low methylation are usually at CpG islands
(which have a high density of CpG dinucleotides) and occur commonly at gene promoters and enhancer regions. Aberrant methylation is a general feature of cancer genomes;
a greater understanding of methylation patterns in cancer genomes may lead to both
new therapies and new diagnostic markers based on the detection of methylation-based
changes occurring early in tumorigenesis (Laird, 2003). Because DNA methylation is
replicated through mitosis, but at a lower fidelity than the DNA itself, DNA methylation
patterns can act as markers for individual clones, providing a basis for tracing stem-cell
expansion and tumor growth (Yatabe et al., 2001; Shibata and Tavaré, 2006; Kim et al.,
2005). Making use of methylation patterns in this way requires determining methylation patterns associated with individual cells or cells from the same clone. Bisulfite
sequencing can be used to identify methylation states at CpGs covered by individual
reads, but to identify methylation patterns of cells from the same clone requires some
way of assembling the binary (methylated CpG vs. unmethylated CpG) patterns inside
individual reads. Since any sample may contain an arbitrary number of distinct methylation patterns, and the reads can be mapped back to a reference genome, this problem
represents another example of assembling multiple sequences (in this case sequences of
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methylation states) from reads mapping to the same reference.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we formally
define four variations on our central problem. In Section 4.3 we treat the most basic
variant, where the goal is to find the minimum number of superstrings such that all reads
are consistent with at least one. We present a novel O(N ) time algorithm, where N is the
sum of the lengths of reads given as input. This is a linear time algorithm – an important
feature since potential inputs may reach one hundred million reads, and continue to
grow. In Section 4.4 we examine the problem of identifying a set of k superstrings such
that the greatest number of reads match at least one superstring. Under the assumption
that reads are not nested (a concept defined in Section 4.2), we describe a polynomial
time algorithm for this variant. The algorithm is based on the elegant method of Andras
Frank developed to unify earlier results about chains and antichains of partially ordered
sets (Frank, 1980). In Section 4.4.2 we show that when nested reads are permitted, the
problem becomes NP-complete.

4.2

Background and problem definitions
DNA sequencing experiments determine the sequences of nucleotides appear-

ing in fragments of DNA molecules from some biological sample. When one of these
DNA fragments is examined by a sequencing instrument, the sequence of nucleotides is
produced as a string called a read. The details of how the reads are produced from the
sample of DNA molecules depend on the exact sequencing technology used. Regardless of the technology, each sequencing experiment produces a set of reads – possibly an
extremely large set. The reads provide information to help understand some aspect of
the DNA molecules from the original sample of cells. The current “second-generation”
sequencing technology has vastly improved both throughput and cost of sequencing experiments (Shendure and Ji, 2008). Second-generation technologies typically produce
tens to hundreds of million reads per experiment at a cost currently accessible to most
labs, and at a cost that is still falling rapidly.
The vast numbers of reads produced by second-generation sequencing technologies currently have lengths ranging roughly between 50 and 500 nucleotides. Based
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on recent trends, it seems likely that both read lengths and number of reads will continue to increase, with technologies currently under development promising order of
magnitude improvements (Fuller et al., 2009; Schwartz and Waterman, 2010).
Many applications of second-generation sequencing depend on the existence
of a reference genome. Reads are aligned to the reference genome in a process usually
called mapping. The process of mapping reads identifies the location in the reference
genome most similar in sequence to each read; this location is presumed to be the genomic origin of the fragment sequenced to produce the read. Mapping cannot require
perfect matching between reads and the reference genome, however, for two reasons.
First, the sequencing instruments make errors when identifying nucleotides at each position of a read. Fortunately the accuracy of sequencing instruments constantly improves.
Second, individual organisms, even within the same species, have differences in their
genomes. The amount of individual genomic variation differs for different species. As
we have noted in the introduction, many applications of second-generation sequencing
seek to identify these variations and understand their effects on important phenotypes
such as diseases. Other applications, including assembling a new species using the sequence of a previously assembled related species, attempt to be robust to differences in
order to leverage the existing reference genome. In these applications, the differences
between reads and the reference genome are critical to the experiments, and therefore
it is common to have reads with distinct sequences mapped to the same location in the
reference genome.
Problems we consider are based on resequencing applications where the sequenced sample is somehow heterogenous. In our introduction we described several
contexts where such problems can emerge. We will use the example of inferring haplotypes for polyploid species to give some intuition for the computational problems we
define. The different haplotypes in a polyploid will differ from each other, and also
differ from any single reference genome, but will have sufficient similarity that they can
all be mapped to a single genome. The practical task is to infer the original sequences
by partitioning the mapped reads according to the haplotypes from which they originated. Clearly such tasks depend on having sufficient divergence between the original
sequences that we may distinguish them.
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Throughout this chapter, we use the notation x[i] to denote the letter appearing
at position i of a string x, and for positions i ≤ j, we let x[i, j] denote the substring of x
from i to j, inclusive.
Let R be a set of strings, which we assume are reads produced in a sequencing
experiment. Define n = |R| and for each ri ∈ R we use the notation |ri | for the length
of ri (and similar notation for the length of strings in general). We use the symbol S
to denote a set of superstrings (contiguous sequences or contigs) we wish to assemble
using the reads of R. We use m to indicate the length of the reference genome, which is
an upper bound on the length of members of S.
Recall that the reads have been mapped to some common reference genome.
We define the position function
p : R 7→ {(a, b) : 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ m}
to indicate the position in the reference genome where each read maps. For each ri ∈ R,
if p(ri ) = (ai , bi ), then ri maps to the reference starting at position ai and ending at
bi = ai + |ri | − 1. These are closed intervals. For convenience when we use the notation
ai and bi it will be implicit that for a specific ri , p(ri ) = (ai , bi ), and the identity of the
specific ri will be clear from the subscripts.
We define the distance between a read r ∈ R and a superstring s ∈ Am , where
A is the sequence alphabet, as the number of corresponding positions where r and s
disagree:
dp (r, s) =



x : r[x] 6= s[a + x − 1] where

p(r) = (a, b) and 1 ≤ x ≤ |r| .
This is the Hamming distance between r and the corresponding substring of s, and is
only defined if s is sufficiently long that s[a + x − 1] exist. Note that insertions and
deletions are ignored. We also define the consistency relation between r and s as the
symmetric Boolean relation
Cp (r, s) ⇔ dp (r, s) = 0,
and when Cp (r, s) we say r and s are consistent with each other. We also extend the
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notion of consistency to pairs of reads. For any two reads r, r0 ∈ R,
Cp (r, r0 ) ⇔ ∃s ∈ Am : Cp (r, s) ∧ Cp (r0 , s).
We now formally define the first and most basic problem variant we will address.
Referenced multiple assembly (RMA)
Input: A set R of strings, |R| = n, a position function p and a positive integer k.
Objective: Determine whether there exists a set S of strings, with |S| = k, having the
property that for any r ∈ R there exists an s ∈ S such that s is consistent with r.
One optimization version of RMA seeks to minimize k, which in several situations corresponds to a most parsimonious set of superstrings to explain the observed
reads. The optimal solution in many cases may not be unique.
By defining p as a function we have required that each read be mapped to a
unique location in the reference genome. It is possible that a read aligns equally well to
more than one location, and in this case we say the mapping is ambiguous. Depending
on the sequencing application, there may be a small or large proportion of reads that map
ambiguously. Although certain sequencing applications can make use of ambiguously
mapping reads, the most common approaches to deal with them in practice are to either
discard them or to select one among multiple optimal mapping locations. We assume
that some strategy has been used for dealing with ambiguously mapping reads, and
therefore each read has exactly one mapping location. We also remark that as read
lengths increase, the proportion of ambiguously mapping reads drops rapidly.
An example instance of RMA is shown in Figure 4.1. In this example the reads
all have the same length (17nt) and are all alignable to a single reference. When the reads
are restricted to the informative positions where at least one pair of reads differs, the
lengths of the reads from Figure 4.1(a) is reduced in Figures 4.1(b) to between 3nt and
5nt. This example illustrates how a simple intuitive greedy approach does not guarantee
to find a smallest set of superstrings consistent with all reads. This greedy algorithm
proceeds as follows. Start by selecting any read having no others preceding it in order
of the position function p (sorted on first coordinate, then second). Let that read be the
beginning of the first superstring. Then grow that superstring by sequentially appending
letters from a read that is both consistent with, and has the greatest overlap with, the
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(a)

1

3

2

4

5

6

(b)

7

r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7
r8
r9

GC AC T T T AGAC ACAT AA
CAC T T T GGAC ACAAAAT
C AAT T T GGAC ACAT AAT
C T T T AGAC ACAT AAT T A
T GGAC ACAT AAT T AAC C
C ACAAAAT AAAGC AGT G
T AAT T AAC C AGT G AGAT
AAT AAAGC AGT G GGAT T
T T AAGC AGT G GGAC T GA
GC AAT T T AGAC ACAAAAT T AAC C AGT G AGAC T GA
(c)

A
G
G
A
G

T
A
T
T
T
A
T

p(ri )
(1, 3)
(1, 3)
(1, 3)
(1, 4)
T
T C
(2, 5)
(3, 5)
AG
T C A T (3, 7)
A G G T (4, 7)
T G G C (4, 7)

(d)

s1 C A T T C A T

{r1 , r4 , r7 } C A T

AGT
GT T C

s2 A G T T C - s3 C G A A G G T

{r2 , r6 , r8 } C G A
AAG
A GG T

{r9 }

T GG C

{r1 , r4 , r9 } C A T

s1 C A T T G G C

C AT T
T GG C

C AT T
T T CAT

{r3 , r5 }

C
C
A
C

s4 - - - T G G C

{r3 , r5 , r7 } A G T

s2 A G T T C A T

GT T C
T T CAT

{r2 , r6 , r8 } C G A

s3 C G A A G G T

AAG
A GG T

Figure 4.1: An example illustrating the referenced multiple assembly problem. This
example reflects the practical task of inferring a most parsimonious haplotype set for a
polyploid species. (a) A set of reads from a heterogenous sample (e.g. polyploid species)
aligned to a reference genome. (b) Reads when restricted to only those positions that
differ between reads, along with a position function relative only to those informative
positions. (c) A set of 4 superstrings assembled from the reads (“-” represent positions
unconstrained by the reads). (d) A set of 3 superstrings (the minimum) assembled from
the reads; this represents a most parsimonious set of haplotypes for a polyploid species.
superstring. Once no remaining reads can be used to extend the superstring, a new
superstring is constructed in the same manner from the remaining reads. A result of
applying this greedy algorithm can be seen in Figure 4.1 (c), where 4 superstrings have
been assembled. The minimum number in this example is 3, which can be seen in
Figure 4.1 (d).
Observe that in Figure 4.1 (c) the superstrings s2 and s4 contain “-” symbols,
which indicate gaps in the assembled superstrings. Those are positions not covered by
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any reads that must match that superstring. We assume that these gaps are filled with
arbitrary letters. The complexity of an algorithm is bounded from below by the size
of its output, and explicitly filling the gaps would mean that any set of k superstrings
has size km. Our algorithms fill these gaps in some concise way, such as indicating the
positions and size of gaps, rather than explicitly placing letters in them.
The example of Figure 4.1 also helps to illustrate another subtle point. When
the reads are reduced to informative positions, where the definition of “informative”
may depend on the application, then the reads we process may be much shorter than the
actual reads produced by the sequencing instrument. In addition, we may observe a pair
of reads that differ at most or all of their positions, despite covering the same positions
(e.g. r5 and r6 in the example). Another possibly counterintuitive observation is that
when the reads are reduced to some subset of their positions, then among the reads that
must be assembled, two reads at different positions may appear identical at the sequence
level. While this can arise as an artifact of eliminated non-informative positions from
the reads, in our definition for the RMA problem we make no presumptions on why
identical reads may be at different positions.
In what follows we will use existing results about partially ordered sets (posets),
and define these concepts here.
Definition 1 (Partially ordered set; poset). A partially ordered set, or poset, is a pair
(X, ≤), where X is a set and ≤ is a relation satisfying:
1. x ≤ x (reflexivity)
2. if x ≤ y and y ≤ x then x = y (antisymmetry)
3. if x ≤ y and y ≤ z then x ≤ z (transitivity)
for all x, y, z ∈ X. If (X, ≤) is a partially ordered set, a subset X 0 of X is called a
chain if x ≤ y or y ≤ x for all x, y ∈ X 0 . A subset X 0 of X is called an antichain if for
all x, y ∈ X 0 , neither x ≤ y nor y ≤ x.
We define the position order relation ≤p as follows. For reads ri , rj ∈ R, with
p(ri ) = (ai , bi ) and p(rj ) = (aj , bj ),


ri ≤p rj ⇔ ai < aj ∨ ai = aj ∧ bi ≤ bj .
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We also define an augmentation of the position order to account for the sequence of each
read:


ri ≤q rj ⇔ ai < aj ∨ ai = aj ∧ bi < bj ∨

ai = aj ∧ bi = bj ∧ ri ≤lex rj ,

(4.1)

where ≤lex is the lexicographic order for strings. When we must assume the reads
are presented to an algorithm in some particular format, we assume pairs of the form
(r, p(r)), and that the reads are presented in ≤q order. This is the most natural way
to store reads after they have been mapped to a reference genome: with sequence and
mapping location together, sorted according to the mapping location. Note that the
lexicographic order is not required in our algorithms for strings that are mapped to the
same location and have same length.
Let r ∈ R, with p(r) = (a, b). If a ≤ x ≤ b, we say that r covers position x.
We say that position x in the reference genome and position x0 in r are corresponding
positions if x = a + x0 − 1. This can be visualized as position x0 in read r positioned
directly above position x in the reference genome when r is aligned to the genome.
For reads r, r0 ∈ R, if position x in r corresponds to genomic position y, and genomic
position y corresponds to position x0 in r0 , then position x in r corresponds to position
x0 in r0 .
Under certain assumptions we can define a useful partial order on the reads R.
For all ri , rj ∈ R define the relation


ri  rj ⇔ ri ≤p r2 and Cp (r1 , r2 ) .
When all reads have the same length then (R, ) is a poset. The assumption of uniform
length reads is often reasonable, as some popular sequencing technologies currently
produce reads of uniform length. Two of the most popular current technologies (the
Illumina/Solexa technology and the ABI SOLiD technology) each produces reads of
equal lengths, although we remark that post-processing in both technologies is a quality
clipping which may result in uneven read length when low-quality ends of reads are removed. Technologies that sequence by synthesis (Fuller et al., 2009) will often produce
the majority of reads with the same length.
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The benefit of the poset (R, ) is that it allows the RMA problem to be transformed into a well-studied combinatorial problem. The following famous result about
posets provides a convenient characterization for the RMA problem.
Theorem 1 (Dilworth’s Theorem (Dilworth, 1950)). Suppose P is a partially ordered
set, and no antichain of P contains more than k elements. Then P can be partitioned
into k disjoint chains.
The maximum size of an antichain of a poset is called its width. Consequently,
if the width of poset (R, ) is at most k, then there exists a set S of superstrings, with
|S| = k, such that each r ∈ R is consistent with at least one s ∈ S. A minimum
chain partition of (R, ) can be found using the device of maximal bipartite matching
as shown in the proof of Dilworth’s Theorem given by Fulkerson (1956). This method
has been employed by Eriksson et al. (2008) in the context of viral metagenomics to
reconstruct a set of haplotypes that best explain the error-corrected reads (Eriksson et al.,
2008). The approach taken was to explicitly convert the RMA problem into a directed
acyclic graph (a natural poset representation) and obtain a minimum chain partition
of the poset using bipartite matching. This method has cubic time complexity in the
number of reads given as input. For a given value of k, Felsner et al. (2003) describe
an algorithm that can find a partition of a poset into k chains, or determine that none
exists, in O(kn2 ) time (Felsner et al., 2003). The method of Felsner achieves the fastest
asymptotic time performance as a function of n.
Although having reads with equal length is sufficient for (R, ) to be a poset,
this condition is not necessary. A more general condition that is also sufficient is that
reads cannot be nested. We say that read r is nested in read r0 if
a0 < a, b < b0 and Cp (r, r0 ),
where p(r) = (a, b) and p(r0 ) = (a0 , b0 ). When the RMA problem is used to model the
inference of multiple haplotypes, the set R may actually correspond to subsequences
of reads, restricted to positions of informative SNPs. In this case, members of R may
effectively have different lengths, but no nesting will be observed as long as the actual
reads have equal lengths. It is straight-forward to show that when no nesting is permit-
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ted, the order (R, ) is a partial order on the reads, regardless of possible variation in
lengths of reads.
Proposition 1. If nesting of reads is not permitted, (R, ) is a poset.
Proof. Reflexivity and antisymmetry of  over R can be demonstrated regardless of
whether nesting is permitted. To verify transitivity, let ri , rj , rk ∈ R and assume ri  rj
and rj  rk . It is immediate from the definition of ≤p that ai ≤ aj ≤ ak . Because
nesting of reads is not permitted, bi ≤ bj ≤ bk , so ri ≤p rk . If the interval p(rj ) intersects
at most one of p(ri ) and p(rk ), then p(ri ) and p(rk ) do not intersect and Cp (ri , rk ) holds
trivially. Otherwise we assume p(ri ) and p(rk ) have a non-empty intersection with p(rj ).
Since both Cp (ri , rj ) and Cp (rj , rk ),
p(ri ) ∩ p(rk ) ⊆ p(ri ) ∩ p(rj ) ∩ p(rk )
is a sufficient condition for Cp (ri , rk ), which holds trivially if p(ri ) ∩ p(rk ) is empty. If
not, once more using the premise of non-nested reads,
p(ri ) ∩ p(rj ) ∩ p(rk ) = (aj , bi ) ∩ (ak , bj )
= (ak , bi )
= p(ri ) ∩ p(rk )
and the sufficient condition is seen to hold.
A sequencing error occurs when the sequencing instrument incorrectly identifies the nucleotide appearing at a particular position in a read. Although different
sequencing technologies use different methods to determine the nucleotides of a read,
every technology has some error rate. The RMA problem can be reformulated to explicitly account for sequencing errors. In the following variant, the goal is to minimize
the total number of mismatches occurring between reads and the superstring they match
most closely.
Minimum distance RMA (MD-RMA)
Input: A set R of strings, |R| = n, a position function p and a positive integer k.
Objective: Find a set S of strings, with |S| = k, minimizing
X
min dp (r, s).
r∈R

s∈S
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While this problem seeks to minimize a sum of distances (i.e. mismatches),
a less natural objective could be to bound the allowed sum of distances and seek to
minimize the value of k. MD-RMA is actually a generalization of the parameterized
binary minimum error correction (PBMEC). The difference between MD-RMA and
PBMEC is that PBMEC assumes a binary alphabet. Unfortunately, it has already been
shown that PBMEC is NP-hard (Cilibrasi et al., 2007), and these results extend directly
to MD-RMA.
An alternative way to incorporate mismatches between reads and superstrings
has an objective function that minimizes the maximum number of mismatches between
any read and the closest superstring.
Bounded distance RMA (BD-RMA)
Input: A set R of strings, |R| = n, a position function p and a positive integer k.
Objective: Find a set S of strings, with |S| = k, minimizing the value D such that for
all r ∈ R,
min dp (r, s) ≤ D.
s∈S

As with the MD-RMA problem, we could include the value of D as part of the
problem instance, and the objective to minimize k. Bounding the value of D may be
a natural restriction (more so than bounding the sum in MD-RMA) because frequently
in practice reads are used if they have at most some number of mismatches with respect to the reference, reflecting the notion that a few sequencing errors in reads can be
permitted, but too many might be indicating a systematic problem.
We show BD-RMA is NP-hard through a trivial reduction from a problem
known as the minimum radius of a code. Let C be a binary code of length m, that
is, C ⊆ {0, 1}m . For two vectors u, v ∈ {0, 1}m , denote the Hamming distance between
them by d(u, v). Define the Hamming ball of radius D and center u ∈ {0, 1}m as the set
B(u, D) = {v ∈ {0, 1}m : d(u, v) ≤ D}.
Radius of code C is the smallest integer D that C ⊆ B(u, D) for some vector u. The following problem concerning the radius of a code has been shown NP-complete (Frances
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and Litman, 1997).
Minimum radius of a code (MR)
Input: A code C ⊆ {0, 1}m and a positive integer D.
Objective: Determine whether the radius of C ≤ D?
When the BD-RMA problem is restricted such that |ri | = m for all i, and the
alphabet is {0, 1}, it is equivalent to the MR problem, which immediately implies that
BD-RMA is NP-hard. This leaves open the complexity of the case where each |ri | is
o(m). Because MR places such strong restrictions on BD-RMA, the BD-RMA is likely
much harder and would benefit from a deeper complexity analysis.
We do not address the issue of approximability for these NP-hard problems,
but make the following remarks. As with many optimization problems involving distances, we can formulate corresponding problems by changing the distance measures
in MD-RMA and BD-RMA to similarity measures. The objective then would be to
maximize the similarity: the sum of similarities for MD-RMA and the minimum similarity for BD-RMA. The most obvious way to obtain a similarity measure from the
Hamming/mismatch distance is to replace dp (r, s) above with |r| − dp (r, s). When all
reads have the same length, the similarity and distance versions of the problems have
coinciding optima. However, when the read lengths vary, the sets of superstrings that
optimize the distance may not be those that optimize the similarity.
Another way to account for errors or “noisy” data is to regard some subset of
the reads as “bad” in some way. These bad reads may be contamination in the sequenced
sample (a problem independent of any technology). Problematic reads may also reflect
a distribution of sequencing errors that concentrates a high proportion of errors in a
small proportion of the reads – which is plausible because sequencing errors are not
independent from each other for certain sequencing technologies.
With these problematic reads in mind, we may desire to identify a set of superstrings that is consistent with all but some relatively small set of reads that we then
discard. A most parsimonious solution would then be a set of superstrings that minimizes the number of reads we must discard. The variation of the individual haplotyping
problem known as minimum fragment removal is based on the same idea (Bafna et al.,
2005), and we define an analogous variation on RMA.
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Minimum fragment removal RMA (MFR-RMA)
Input: A set R of strings, |R| = n, a position function p and a positive integer k.
Objective: Find a set S of strings, with |S| = k, maximizing the size of R0 ⊆ R such
that for all r ∈ R0 , there exists an s ∈ S with Cp (r, s).
The difference between MFR-RMA and the MFR objective for the individual
haplotype assembly problem is that the latter fixes the value k = 2, assumes a binary
alphabet and may allow “gaps” in the reads, where no letter appears (similar to allowing
wildcard letters that can match any letter of the alphabet). When gaps are not permitted,
the MFR-RMA problem is a generalization of the MFR problem in haplotyping. Bafna
et al. (2005) gave an O(n2 m + n3 ) time algorithm for the gap-less case, where n is the
number of fragments (analogous to the reads in our terminology) and m is the length
of the haplotype (analogous to the superstrings we assemble) (Bafna et al., 2005). We
address the MFR-RMA problem in Section 4.4.1, where we show that MFR-RMA can
be solved in polynomial time when reads cannot be nested. In Section 4.4.2 we also
show that allowing nested reads immediately renders it NP-complete.

4.3

The referenced multiple assembly problem
In this section we describe a linear time algorithm for the RMA problem. By

linear we mean a linear function of the number of letters in the input. While we assume
that the alphabet is of constant size and that any numbers involved (e.g. values of the
position function p) can be manipulated in constant time with operations of the unit-cost
RAM model (Cook and Reckhow, 1973), our algorithm does not require reads to be of
equal length.
The approach we take here is to construct the superstrings simultaneously.
Reads are processed in ≤q order, and for each read some superstring may be extended
by adding letters so that the read is consistent with the superstring. We therefore ensure
that a read is consistent with at least one superstring before considering the next read.
Recall that we demonstrated in Section 4.2 that a particular greedy strategy does not
result in the smallest number of superstrings. We show first that our strategy of simultaneously growing multiple superstrings results in an optimal solution, then we describe
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an algorithm to accomplish this strategy in linear time.

4.3.1

The strategy of conservative extensions
We maintain a set of superstring prefixes as a partial solution that is modified as

each read is processed. Initially the partial solution is empty. After read ri is processed,
the current partial solution is the set Si and at least one member of Si matches each
rj ≤q ri . At each iteration, Si is obtained by modifying Si−1 .
Two kinds of modifications are used: extending an existing superstring from
Si−1 or adding a new superstring. Suppose there exists an s ∈ Si−1 such that letters
can be appended to s so that the resulting string s0 is consistent with ri . Then we let
Si = (Si−1 \ {s}) ∪ {s0 }. In this case ri is a suffix of s0 , and we say that ri has extended
s. Note that the s we have specified may not be unique and we will explain shortly how
to select an appropriate s.
If p(ri ) = (ai , bi ), and |s| < ai , then simply adding letters from ri to s at
corresponding positions will result in a gap in s0 . We assume there is some concise
encoding used to fill such a potential gap, otherwise the length m of superstrings would
impact time complexity.
If no member of Si−1 can be made to match ri by appending letters, then each
member of Si−1 already mismatches ri at some corresponding position. In this case
we let s be the empty string, and append letters to s resulting in s0 being consistent
with ri (again using some encoding to fill in gaps not specified by the requirements of
consistency with ri ). In this case |Si | = |Si−1 | + 1.
When read ri is processed, the positions in the interval (ai , bi ) completely determine whether zero, one or multiple members of Si−1 can be made consistent with ri
by appending letters. In case multiple members of Si−1 can be made consistent with ri ,
the procedure we specified above is ambiguous. The rule we use is to always select a
longest member of Si−1 that can be extended to match ri . We refer to this as a conservative extension, because using this rule adds the fewest letters to a member of Si−1 . It is
possible that ri will already match some member of Si−1 , and so a conservative extension would actually append an empty string. An illustration of conservative extensions
can be found in Figure 4.2.
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We now prove this strategy of processing each r ∈ R in ≤q order, using conservative extensions, arrives at an Sn of minimal cardinality. We require another definition
first. For any set Si of superstring prefixes, with p(ri ) = (ai , bi ), a completion for Si is
a set Z of strings having length m − ai + 1 with |Z| ≥ |Si | and satisfying for all s ∈ Si ,
∃z ∈ Z : s[ai , |s|] = z[1, |s| − ai + 1],
and for all rj ∈ R, if ri ≤q rj ,
∃z ∈ Z : rj = z[aj − ai + 1, bj − ai + 1].
That is, a completion appends letters to current superstring prefixes, and possibly adds
new superstrings, so that all remaining reads are consistent with at least one. Notice
that a completion may be arbitrarily large, but must contain at least one string for every
string in Si . A minimal completion is a completion of minimal cardinality. We make the
following observation.
Proposition 2. The set of completions for Si is fully determined by Ri+1 = R \
{r1 , . . . , ri } and the set of suffixes s[ai , |s|] for each s ∈ Si . In particular, given Ri+1
and Si with completion Z, if we transform Si into Si0 by removing terminal letters from
some s ∈ Si , then Z is a completion for Si0 .
Lemma 2. Suppose a set of superstring prefixes Si−1 has a completion of size k. If Si is
obtained from Si−1 using the conservative extension rule, then Si will have a completion
of size k.
Proof. If no member of Si−1 can be extended to match ri , then adding a new member
in Si is necessary, and will not increase the size of the minimal completion.
Suppose some member of so ∈ Si−1 can be extended to match ri , resulting in
Si having a completion of size k. Let sc ∈ Si−1 be selected by the conservative extension
rule, and suppose sc 6= so . Let s0o and s0c result from extending so and sc , respectively, to
0
match ri . Let Si−1
= Si−1 \ {so , sc } and define
0
Si(o) = Si−1
∪ {sc , s0o }

and

0
Si(c) = Si−1
∪ {s0c , so }.

Because s0c and s0o are identical within the interval p(ri ), any difference in the set of
completions for Si(o) and Si(c) is completely determined by the suffixes of so and sc
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ai
s5 C C
current
superstring
s4 G C G A C
prefixes
s3 A T G T A C

bi
can be
extended

s2 T A G A C G T
s1 A A G T A T A T
reference positions

conservative
extension

ri A C G T A C G
current read p(ri)=(ai,bi)

Figure 4.2: Example of a conservative extension. When ri is processed Si−1 =
{s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 }. Although s2 , s4 and s5 can be extended to match ri , only s2 would be
a conservative extension, since the number of additional letters that must be appended
to s2 is fewer than required for s4 and s5 .
within the interval p(ri ). But the suffix of so in the interval p(ri ) is a prefix of the suffix
of sc in the same interval. Therefore, by Proposition 2, the completion set for Si(o) is a
subset of the completion set Si(c) . In particular, any minimal completion for Si(o) is also
a completion for Si(c) , so sc has a completion of size k.
We point out that any algorithm using the strategy of conservative extensions
will ensure, for each read ri ∈ R, that at least one superstring is consistent with ri after
it has been processed. Therefore, when the algorithm terminates, the set of superstrings
constructed will be a valid solution.

4.3.2

Conservative extensions in linear time
Now we describe an algorithm that processes each read in ≤q order to build

each partial solution Si using conservative extensions. We make use of trie data structures (Fredkin, 1960). Corresponding to each ri ∈ R, define Ti as the smallest trie
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encoding the strings
n
rj [ai − aj + 1, |rj |] : rj ≤q ri with rj 6= ri ,
p(ri ) = (ai , bi ) and p(rj ) = (aj , bj )
o
and ai − aj + 1 ≤ |rj | .
Notice that Ti encodes suffixes of other reads overlapping ri but does not necessarily
encode ri . As Ti is used it will be updated to encode ri . Each node of v ∈ Ti at depth x
is labeled with the identity of some rj ≤q ri such that the path from the root to v spells
rj [ai − aj + 1, ai − aj + x].
Each leaf in Ti therefore corresponds to a suffix of some rj ≤q ri , and since these
suffixes also correspond to distinct superstrings in Si−1 , we make the correspondence
from the leaves of Ti to distinct superstrings in Si−1 .
Any superstring in Si−1 with no corresponding leaf in Ti is called free and we
denote by F the set of free superstrings. We use the notation S(ri ) = s if s was extended
to match ri when ri was processed. To identify an s that can be extended to match ri ,
walk down Ti following the path corresponding to ri . There are three cases to consider:
1. All letters of ri are matched. In this case ri is equal to a substring of some rj ≤q ri ,
and we can therefore ignore ri as it already matches S(rj ).
2. A leaf v is reached without matching all of ri . Let rj label v. Then S(rj ) can be
extended to match ri . Add nodes below v so Ti encodes ri , extend S(rj ) to match
ri and set S(ri ) = S(rj ).
3. Matching ri fails at an internal node v. If F 6= ∅, extend some s ∈ F to match ri
and set S(ri ) = s. If F = ∅ create a new s ∈ S matching ri and set S(ri ) = s.
Add nodes below v so Ti encodes ri .
This algorithm implements conservative extensions, since in step 2 the superstring extended has maximal overlap with ri . Notice that the work required in each step is O(|ri |)
and following execution of these steps ri is encoded in Ti . Before processing ri+1 , the
trie Ti+1 is obtained from Ti in the following two steps:
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Figure 4.3: Example of updating Ti to obtain Ti+1 . Black nodes are roots of tries. In
Ti0 square nodes indicate the path corresponding to ri : AGAGT. Nodes at a depth less
than ai+1 − ai are removed from Ti , leaving the forest of tries Ti0 rooted at nodes of
depth ai+1 − ai . Then the union of Ti0 is taken, resulting in Ti+1 . This can be done in
amortized linear time over all ri ∈ R.
1. Ti0 is obtained as the forest of subtries rooted at depth ai+1 − ai in Ti .
2. Ti+1 is obtained as ∪Ti0 by sequentially taking |Ti0 | − 1 unions of pairs of tries
from Ti0 .
These steps are partially illustrated in Figure 4.3. When taking unions of two tries, we
specify one as persistent and the other transient. The result of the union operation will
be the persistent trie with subtries added from the transient trie. Taking the union of tries
is done by walking paths common to both tries. When a node is encountered that exists
only in the transient trie, the subtrie rooted at that node is added to the persistent trie in
constant time (e.g. by updating a link) at the corresponding location.
It is straight-forward to see that this method correctly obtains Ti+1 from Ti ,
since the forest Ti0 contains all suffixes required in Ti and the union of Ti0 encodes an
identical set of suffixes. What remains is to bound the time required for taking unions
of tries.
Lemma 3. The time required for all trie unions is O(N ).
Proof. We bound the time complexity by bounding node visits. Each node on a path
common to both the persistent and transient tries is visited once while walking the common path. Nodes on the common path in a transient trie are deleted following the union,
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and therefore will never be visited again. The total time required for walking the common paths in union operations is then bounded by the number of nodes that can be
deleted, which cannot exceed the O(N ) total nodes created. Each time a subtrie is
moved from the transient trie to the persistent trie requires constant time. For each node
moved from a transient trie to the persistent trie, the parent node is deleted, and since
the O(N ) parent nodes that exist through the entire course of the algorithm have O(N )
total children (as we assume alphabet size is constant), the total number of such subtrie
relocations is bounded by O(N ).
The conservative extensions strategy was shown correct in Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3 showed that this strategy can be accomplished in O(N ) time, giving the desired time bound.
Theorem 4. The referenced multiple assembly problem can be solved in O(N ) time,
where N is the sum of the lengths of reads.

4.4

Removing the smallest number of reads
The objective of MFR-RMA is to determine the minimum number of reads that

must be removed from R so that all remaining members are consistent with some size k
set S of superstrings. Even when the reads have uniform length, this problem cannot be
solved using an approach like the conservative extensions described for solving RMA in
Section 4.3. Consider the MFR-RMA instance depicted in Figure 4.4(a). When k = 1,
the optimal solution removes r2 and is consistent with {r1 , r3 , r4 }. Without examining
r3 and r4 , however, there is no information to prevent the inclusion of {r1 , r2 }, which
subsequently precludes an optimal solution.

4.4.1

The method of Andras Frank
A solution for the MFR-RMA problem can be obtained using the elegant method

described by Andras Frank in 1980 for identifying chain and antichain families in partially ordered sets (Frank, 1980). In particular, Frank’s method identifies sets of k chains
(or antichains) whose union contains the most elements from the poset. Recall from
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Section 4.2 that in the absence of nested reads (R, ) forms a poset, and that a chain in
(R, ) consists of a subset of reads, all of which are consistent with a single superstring.
In 1976, as two distinct generalizations of Dilworth’s Theorem, Greene and Kleitman
gave formulas for the maximum cardinality of the union of h antichains and of k chains
in a poset (Green and Kleitman, 1976; Greene, 1976). The insight of Andras Frank unified these results and provided an algorithm for simultaneously finding optimal sets of k
chains and h antichains (Frank, 1980). At the center of the algorithm is a generalization
of Fulkerson’s proof of Dilworth’s Theorem (Fulkerson, 1956). The generalization indicates how finding a maximum weight set of k chains can be reduced to that of finding a
minimum cost flow in a particular network. By leveraging this reduction, the MFR-RMA
problem can be solved in polynomial time when reads are not nested.
Before explaining Frank’s reduction, we require additional notation. Let G =
(V, E) be a directed graph with s, t ∈ V , and let in(u) and out(u) denote the set of
edges into and out of node u, respectively. A function f : E 7→ R is called an s − t flow
if f (e) ≥ 0 for all e ∈ E,
X

f (e) =

e∈in(u)

X

f (e) for all u ∈ V \ {s, t},

e∈out(u)

and the flow value is defined as
value(f ) =

X

f (e).

e∈out(s)

A capacity function has the form c : E 7→ R and we say a flow f respects capacities c if
f (e) ≤ c(e) for all e ∈ E. A cost function is of the form φ : E 7→ R and the cost of any
flow f is defined as
cost(f ) =

X

f (e)φ(e).

e∈E

The minimum cost flow problem is a fundamental problem in combinatorial optimization, and has received much attention over the past 50 years due to its importance as an
abstraction of computational problems arising in transportation and shipping.
Minimum-cost flow
Input: A directed graph G = (V, E), a pair of designated vertices s, t ∈ V , a capacity
function c, a cost function φ and a target flow value v.
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Objective: Find an s − t flow in G respecting capacities c, with value(f ) ≥ v and
minimizing cost(f ).
Finding the k chains with largest union is reduced to minimum-cost flow as
follows. Associate the network G = (V, E) with poset (R, ), where V = X ∪ Y ∪
{s, t}. The sets X = {x1 , . . . , xn } and Y = {y1 , . . . , yn } correspond to reads in R.
Edges in the network are defined as
E = {(s, xi ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(yi , t) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {(xi , yj ) : ri  rj },
and all edges have unit capacity. The costs on each edge of the form (xi , yi ) is set to 1
and all other edge costs are 0.
Examples of graphs constructed in this way from a set of reads are presented
in Figure 4.4. Details of network flows and associated algorithms can be found in several texts (e.g. (Cormen et al., 2001; Ford and Fulkerson, 1962)), but we briefly sketch
the approach of Ford and Fulkerson (1956) for finding a maximum flow. Begin with a
(sub-optimal) flow and repeatedly find “augmenting paths” whose inclusion increases
the value of the flow. An augmenting path can be found by first constructing a “residual graph” where edges with flow already at capacity are reversed, and edges with flow
below capacity have their current flow value subtracted from their capacity. An augmenting path is then a path from s to t in the residual graph. Once an augmenting path
has been found, it can be added to the flow by increasing or reducing the flow along each
edge in the path. When no augmenting path can be found, a flow of maximum value
has been found. For rational capacities, this method is easily seen to terminate; if the
augmenting path used at each iteration is selected carefully, the number of iterations is
polynomial.
Note that since all edges in E have unit capacity and costs in {0, 1}, all possible
flow values and costs must be in 0, . . . , n. This is a direct corollary of the max-flow mincut theorem: the maximum flow value is exactly equal to the minimum capacity of a cut
separating nodes s and t, where the capacity of a cut is the sum of the capacities of its
edges (Ford and Fulkerson, 1958).
Correctness of this reduction can be understood through certain relationships
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that are further detailed elsewhere (Frank, 1980). Suppose for a flow of value v through
G the minimum cost is z. Such a flow is on z edges of type (xi , yi ) and v − z edges
of type (xi , yj ), with i 6= j. In any maximum flow through G, regardless of cost, edges
of type (xi , yj ) form independent sets. As shown in the proof of Dilworth’s Theorem
given by Ford and Fulkerson (1962) (p.62, Lemma 8.1), these independent sets define
a set of chains. If (xi , yj ) is involved in the flow, then ri and rj are part of the same
chain. For any i, if neither xi nor yi are involved in the flow, then ri is included in the
chain decomposition as a singleton set. These relationships imply that some set of n − v
chains in the poset covers n − z elements. The set R0 ⊆ R that solves the MFR-RMA
instance is obtained by simply selecting the reads corresponding to covered elements in
the poset, and a set of superstrings can be formed by laying out the reads contained in
each of the chains.
To solve the MFR-RMA problem for k superstrings, explicitly construct the
poset (R, ) defined in Section 4.2, which has O(n2 ) pairs of comparable elements and
can be constructed naively in O(nN ) time. Then construct the graph G as described
above, which takes O(n2 ) time. The most straight-forward way to solve the minimum
cost flow problem is by iteratively increasing values of a permitted cost z and finding
a maximum flow value for each z (e.g. using the augmenting path method sketched
above). The first value of z for which the optimal flow value is at least n − k gives the
maximum number of reads that are consistent with some set of k superstrings.
The original minimum cost flow algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson has time
complexity O(n4 ) (Ford and Fulkerson, 1958). For general minimum cost flow problems there have been many algorithmic improvements (e.g. (Edmonds and Karp, 1972;
Gabow and Tarjan, 1989)). Since for all practical purposes, N  n2 , the overall time
complexity is dominated by the minimum cost flow algorithm.
Theorem 5. The minimum fragment removal RMA problem can be solved in O(nN +
f (n)) time when reads are not nested, where n is the number of reads, N is the sum of the
lengths of reads, and f (n) is the time complexity for the minimum cost flow algorithm.
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4.4.2

Minimum fragment removal is NP-hard when allowing nested
reads
Although the MFR-RMA problem is polynomial-time solvable when restricted

to reads of uniform length, we show here that allowing variable length reads, which in
general includes nested reads, renders the problem NP-complete. Our reduction is from
the well known 3SAT problem.
3-SATISFIABILITY (3SAT)
Input: Collection C = {c1 , . . . , cm } of clauses on a finite set U of variables such that
|ci | = 3 for all i.
Objective: Determine whether a truth assignment exists for U that satisfies all the
clauses in C.
Given a set C of clauses over the variables of U , we construct in polynomial
time a set R of reads over alphabet Σ, a position function p and a positive integer k such
that C is satisfiable if and only if some k-set of superstrings is consistent with all but
|U | of the reads.
Letting t = |U |, we show how to construct a target problem instance with
k = t + 2, with the intuition that a distinct superstring will correspond to each of the t
variables, with 2 additional superstrings. This set of superstrings will be consistent with
all but exactly t of the reads if, and only if, there is a satisfying truth assignment for the
source instance of 3SAT. In case the source problem has a satisfying truth assignment,
the t reads that will not be consistent with any superstring will correspond to the negation
of the literals of a satisfying truth assignment. The additional 2 superstrings can be
thought of as accounting for the remaining 2 literals in each clause possibly not included
in the satisfying truth assignment.
We first define the sequence alphabet Σ consisting of three subsets:
Σ = ΣU ∪ ΣL ∪ ΣG .
We call ΣU the variable letters, ΣL the literal letters and ΣG the garbage-collecting
letters. The garbage-collecting letters are simply ΣG = {g1 , g2 }. The variable letters
map bijectively to the variables of U :
ΣU = {u1 , . . . , ut }.
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The literal letters (a superset of the variable letters) consist of one letter for each literal:
ΣL = {u1 , ū1 , . . . , ut , ūt }.
The reads consist of the following four sets:
R = RU ∪ RL ∪ RG ∪ RC .
We refer to RU as the variable reads, RL as the literal reads, RC as the clause reads and
RG are the garbage-collecting reads. All variable reads, garbage-collecting reads and
clause reads have length equal to 1 and all literal reads have length |C| + 1.
For each variable, we construct t + 1 reads in RU , so |RU | = t(t + 1). For each
variable read r ∈ RU , |r| = 1 and consists of the letter from ΣU corresponding to the
same variable as r. For each variable read r ∈ RU , we set p(r) = (1, 1). As with the
variable reads, the garbage-collecting reads, which number 2(t + 1) are each of length 1
and t + 1 of them consist of the letter g1 , while the remaining t + 1 consist of the letter
g2 . For every r ∈ RG , p(r) = (1, 1).
The clause reads RC also each consist of a single letter. For each clause ci ,
and each literal in ci , we create (t + 1) clause reads consisting of the literal letter corresponding to that literal. For each read r ∈ RC , if r corresponds to clause ci then
p(r) = (i + 1, i + 1).
The 2t literal reads in RL each have length |C| + 1, and begin with a variable
letter from ΣU , followed by |C| literal letters from ΣL . For all r ∈ RL , p(r) = (1, |C| +
1). Corresponding to each variable in ui ∈ U , the set RL contains a pair of reads, one
corresponding to the positive form of the ui and the other to the negative form of ui :
ui ui ui ui · · · ui

and

ui ūi ūi ūi · · · ūi ,

respectively. Note that for every variable read ri ∈ RU , there are exactly two literal
reads rj , rk ∈ RL such that ri is consistent with each of rj and rk , overlapping each at a
single position, but rj and rk are not consistent with each other. A diagram to illustrate
this transformation can be seen in Figure 4.5.
The following proposition (with proof omitted) follows directly from the fact
that each distinct variable, clause and garbage-collecting read appears t + 1 times.
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Proposition 3. Suppose S is a set of length |C| + 1 strings and |S| = t + 2. If all but t
reads from RU ∪ RL ∪ RC ∪ RG are consistent with S, then all reads from RU , RC and
RG are consistent with S.
Proposition 4. Suppose a set S of t + 2 superstrings is consistent with all but t reads
from RU ∪ RL ∪ RC ∪ RG . Then exactly t reads from RL can be consistent with S, and
all must correspond to distinct variables.
Proof. Clearly at least t reads from RL must be consistent with S. Suppose more than t
reads from RL are consistent with S. Then at most one superstring from S can be consistent with a garbage-collecting read, violating Proposition 3. Suppose exactly t reads
from RL are consistent with S, but two of them correspond to the same variable. Note
that the two literal reads are not consistent with each other. Then the two superstrings
consistent with those two reads can be consistent with at most t + 1 reads, which correspond to the same variable, from RU . This requires the remaining reads from RU and
RG , totaling (t + 1)(t + 1) to be consistent with the remaining t superstrings. But this
is a contradiction, since at most t + 1 reads from RG ∪ RU can be consistent with the
same superstring.
Theorem 6. Minimum fragment removal RMA is NP-hard when nesting of reads is
allowed.
Proof. Suppose there is a truth assignment to variables of U that satisfies C. Then
construct t superstrings identical through their entire sequence to the literal reads of RL
corresponding to the literals appearing in the truth assignment. These t superstrings
will be consistent with every read from RU and at least t + 1 clause reads for every
clause in C. Form two additional superstrings, each consistent with one of the garbagecollecting reads, and any of the clause reads corresponding to literals in the clauses that
are not part of the truth assignment. This may leave gaps in these final two superstrings,
which can be filled in arbitrarily. The only reads not consistent with at least one of these
superstrings will be the t literal reads corresponding to literals not included in the truth
assignment.
Suppose there is a set S of length |C| + 1 superstrings consistent with all but t
of the reads. Then, by Proposition 4, the t reads inconsistent with S must be literal reads,
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and those consistent with S correspond to a valid truth assignment. Let sg1 , sg2 ∈ S be
the superstrings consistent with reads from RG . Since sg1 and sg2 can be consistent with
at most 2(t + 1) reads from RC corresponding to each clause, the remaining reads from
RC for each clause must be consistent with one of the superstrings from S \ {sg1 , sg2 },
which are identical in sequence to the t literal reads consistent with S. The truth assignment for U corresponding to these literal reads will then satisfy each clause.
We note also that the alphabet can be replaced with a binary alphabet simply
by assigning a number to each letter of the alphabet used in our reduction, and replacing
each letter in the reads with the binary representation of the associated number. Just
as no two distinct letters from our alphabet matched each other, no two binary representations of numbers will match each other in every digit. We can also further restrict
the problem by requiring that each of the t + 1 copies of the variable reads, garbage
collection reads, and clause reads be replaced by t + 1 non-overlapping, but consecutive
copies. Correspondingly, the length of the literal reads would increase by a factor of
t + 1. Hence the hardness result holds for a binary alphabet and without duplicate reads
at any position.

4.5

Discussion
We have described a set of computational problems in resolving distinct se-

quences from a heterogenous sample. We refer to these problems collectively as referenced multiple assembly problems. In these problems the distinct sequences are assumed sufficiently similar that all reads sequenced from the sample can map to a common reference genome. The reference genome provides knowledge of positions for
reads. These problems emerge in a wide variety of contexts, including, but not limited
to, haplotyping inference for polyploid species and metagenomic data analysis.
We described an algorithm for the RMA problem that finds a minimum set
of sequences that is consistent with all reads in O(N ) time, which is linear in the size
of the input reads and a significant improvement over a previously used algorithm for
the same problem (Eriksson et al., 2008). Although our algorithm does not consider
sequencing errors, we remark that error-rates in sequencing are falling rapidly. For
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current applications, the algorithm can be applied following an error correction stage as
is common in sequence assembly.
We also examined the MFR-RMA problem, which aims to assemble a set of k
sequences that is consistent with the largest subset of reads. We showed that MFR-RMA
can be solved efficiently by employing an elegant method of Andras Frank originally
designed to find optimal sets of chains and antichains of posets (Frank, 1980). The MFRRMA variant is particularly suitable when the set of reads may have contamination, or
when the number of sequences to assemble is known a priori (e.g. haplotype inference
for polyploids of known ploidy). It is likely that improvements to the time complexity
of the MFR-RMA variant can be obtained by exploiting the special structure of the
problem rather than applying the general reduction to min-cost flow.
We also described two problem variants, MD-RMA and BD-RMA, that explicitly account for sequencing errors. While these two problems address the practical
issue of errors in reads, they are easily seen to generalize other problems already shown
to be NP-hard. The intractability seems to stem generally from allowing mismatches
between the reads and their associated superstrings. We have not explored approximation algorithms for the problem variants found to be NP-hard. One interesting avenue
for future algorithmic work includes analysis of the parameterized complexity of these
problems. These problems may be tractable if some of their many natural parameters are
fixed (e.g. length of reads, numbers of superstrings, alphabet size, etc.). For example,
in second-generation sequencing applications the initial mapping stage often restricts
the number of possible errors in the reads, and allow only a fixed and relatively small
number of mismatches between reads and the reference genome. Another direction for
future research with practical implications will be to investigate the complexity of these
problems for paired-end reads.
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not covered: {r2 }

Figure 4.4: The method of Frank (1980) applied to the MFR-RMA problem when
nested reads are excluded. Background on network flows can be found in Cormen et al.
(2001) and Ford and Fulkerson (1962). All edges have capacity 1 and when arrowheads
are omitted, are directed to the right. Solid edges have cost 0 and dashed edges have
cost 1. (a) The set R of reads used in the examples. (b) The flow graph corresponding
to R, with a flow value of 2 (thick edges) which is maximum for the permitted cost of
0. (c) With a permitted cost of 0, the residual graph has no augmenting path. (d) An
augmenting path exists (bold edges) in the residual graph after increasing permitted cost
to 1. (e) The augmented flow (bold edges) has value 3 and cost 1, incurred on (dashed)
edge (r2 , r2 ) indicating r2 matches no superstring. (f) The flow of cost 0 corresponds
to a pair of superstrings, at least one of which matches each read. Dashes “-” indicate
positions not constrained by the reads matching the given superstring. The flow of cost
1 corresponds to a single superstring matching three of the reads.
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{u1 u2 u3 , ū2 ū3 ū4 , u3 u4 u5 , ū2 u3 u4 , u2 u3 ū4 , ū3 ū4 ū5 }, 6 clauses on 5 variables. Boxed
letters represent individual reads. Vertical dots separating identical reads indicate that
those reads are repeated |U | + 1 times (in this case 6 times) at the same position.

Chapter 5
Detection of Allele-Specific
Methylations through a Generalized
Heterogeneous Epigenome Model
High throughput sequencing has made it possible to sequence DNA methylation of a whole genome at the single-base resolution. A sample however may contain a number of distinct methylation patterns. For instance, cells of different types
and in different developmental stages may have different methylation patterns. Alleles
may be differentially methylated, which may partially explain that the large portions of
epigenomes from single cell types are partially methylated, and may have major effects
on transcriptional output. Approaches relying on DNA sequence polymorphism to identify individual patterns from a mixture of heterogeneous epigenomes are insufficient as
methylcytosines occur at a much higher density than SNPs.
We have developed a mixture model-based approach for resolving distinct
epigenomes from a heterogeneous sample. In particular, the model is applied for the
detection of allele-specific methylations (ASM). The methods are tested on a synthetic
methylome and applied to an Arabidopsis single root cell methylome.
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5.1

Introduction
The advancement of high throughput sequencing has opened up many impor-

tant areas of applications, one of which is epigenome sequencing. Epigenetics is the
study of heritable changes in gene functions not directly encoded in the underlying
DNA sequence. The epigenetic changes may be inherited between generations of cells
(mitotic) or between generations of species (meiotic). They are key mechanisms in
cellular differentiation and cell fate decisions involving dynamic reprogramming, and
environment-induced phenotypical changes including defects such as cancer and aging.
The epigenetic modifications generally affect chromatin structure, that is how DNA is
packaged inside the nucleus, resulting in differential access to the underlying genetic information. This directly influence gene expression, thereby phenotypes. The two main
epigenetic mechanisms are DNA methylation and histone modification, which is posttranslational modification. We are only concerned here of the former type. DNA methylation is the modification of DNA base cytosine (methylcytosine). A cytosine is said to
be methylated and becomes 5-methylcytosine when a hydrogen atom of cytosine base is
replaced by a methyl group by the action of DNA methyltransferases. 5-methylcytosine
is commonly referred to as DNA methylation.
DNA methylation may repress or activate transcription, and is known to be
involved in embryogenesis, genomic imprinting, and tumorigenesis in mammals, and
transposon silencing in plants (Bestor, 2000; Li et al., 1992; Finnegan et al., 1998;
Lippman et al., 2004; Rhee et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2006; Zilberman et al., 2007). To
understand the regulation and dynamics of DNA methylation, the locations of the modified cytosines need to be identified. The first single-base resolution mappings of DNA
methylation were produced for the whole Arabidopsis thaliana genome (Lister et al.,
2008; Cokus et al., 2008), and for selected subsets of sites in the mouse genome (Meissner et al., 2008) in 2008 using various bisulfite sequencing technologies. A map of
DNA methylation at single-base resolution is referred to as methylome or epigenome.
The two terms will be used interchangeably in this text.
Cells of different types and in different developmental stages may have different methylation patterns. It has been observed that large portions of the Arabidopsis
methylomes are partially methylated (Lister et al., 2008). This may be as a result of
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the sample containing a number of distinct methylomes. Aberrant methylation is also
a general feature of cancer genomes. A better understanding of methylation patterns in
cancer genomes may lead to both new diagnostic markers and therapies based on the
detection of methylation changes occurring early in tumorigenesis (Laird, 2003). In a
tumor tissue particularly of an early stage however, cancerous cells and normal cells
are often mixed together. DNA methylation patterns can also act as markers for tracing
stem-cell expansion and tumor growth (Yatabe et al., 2001; Shibata and Tavaré, 2006;
Kim et al., 2005). Making use of methylation patterns in this way requires determining
methylation patterns associated with individual cells or cells from the same clone.
When comparing human fibroblast cell IMR90 and H1 embryonic stem cell
(ESC) lines, it is observed that IMR90 has a lower level of methylation than H1 ESC (Lister et al., 2009). Both IMR90 and H1 are of a single cell type. While it is expected that
large portions (80%) of the X chromosome are partially methylated as the IMR90 cell
line is from a female and the DNA methylation is known to play an important role in
X chromosome inactivation (Riggs, 1975), it is unexpectedly observed that around 38%
of IMR90 autosomes are identified as partially methylated domains (PMD). What is the
nature of partial methylations in a single cell type? Might allelic differences contribute
to the partial methylations? Answering these questions requires detecting allele-specific
methylation (ASM) patterns.
The methylcytosine is sometimes referred to as the fifth DNA base (Lister and
Ecker, 2009). Applying methods for detection of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
to methylation however may present difficulties. Methylcytosine is much more dynamic
than nucleotides and observations generally suggest that methylation of a cytosine site
is a statistical event. Unlike SNPs where a nucleotide occurs at a rate of 0%, 50% or
100% in a diploid individual (if sequencing errors may be ignored), the methylation
level at a particular site may fall anywhere in the range from 0% to 100%. Whether
a methylcytosine is allele-specific therefore cannot be determined by the site alone. It
needs supporting evidence from the neighboring nucleotides.
If a partially methylated cytosine is in the close vicinity of a SNP such that
reads are long enough to cover both sites, then it is straightforward to determine from
which allele the reads are originated thus determining the methylation level of the re-
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spective alleles. Some studies have shown that allele-specific methylation is associated
with SNPs (Kerkel et al., 2008; Shoemaker et al., 2010). The density of methylation
across the whole genome however is much higher than that of DNA sequence polymorphism. For instance, while there are close to 3 million SNPs discovered in the human
genome, approximately 62 million and 45 million methylcytosines were detected in H1
and IMR90 cells (Lister et al., 2009). It has also been observed that changes in cytosine methylation occur at a frequency much greater than that of the DNA sequence
mutations (Ossowski et al., 2010; Schmitz et al., 2011). As a result, SNPs are absent in
large portions of the methylomes. We will describe a method in this chapter that detects
allele-specific methylations (ASM) without the assistance of SNPs. In addition, even
though the functionalities of ASM are not well understood except that they play an important role in imprinting (Hellman and Chess, 2007; Kerkel et al., 2008), it seems that
the methylation level of an individual cytosine is less important than the overall levels of
methylations within a region, which is also in contrast to the SNPs. We therefore focus
our effort in detecting regions of allele-specific methylation.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. A mixture model is described in Section 5.2 for modeling the outcome of a methylation sequencing experiment
where the sample may contain a mixture of heterogeneous epigenomes. Section 5.3 lays
out the details for detecting allele-specific methylations based on the mixture model.
The methods are then applied to an Arabidopsis root cell methylome and the results are
listed in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 discusses the results and offers some future directions.

5.2

A mixture model for heterogeneous epigenomes
In bisulfite sequencing experiments, DNA fragments are treated with sodium

bisulfite. The process converts unmethylated cytosines into uracils. The sequence of nucleotides (reads) in the converted fragments are subsequently determined by a sequencer.
The reads produced by the sequencer are aligned to a reference genome. Usually only
uniquely mapped reads are retained. As a result, what we have is a set of reads that are
most similar in sequence to their respective mapped locations in the reference genome,
which are presumably the genomic origins of the fragments that produced the reads.
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In addition, each cytosine on every mapped read is labeled as either methylated or unmethylated.
The methylation level of a particular cytosine is computed as follows: if there
are x reads that map to the position, and y out of the x reads have at this position
a methylcytosine, then the methylation level is y/x. Note that if the read depth at a
cytosine position is below a certain threshold, which is determined by the allowed false
positive rate, the methylation is not called, i.e., y = 0. (Lister et al., 2008)
If the original sample is composed of a mixture of epigenomes, be it from a set
of different cell types, tissues, or alleles, the mapped reads will reflect the mixture. Our
goal is to infer the original makeup of the mixture from the mapped reads. It should be
noted that the attainment of the goal depends on whether the original epigenomes are
sufficiently heterogeneous so that we may distinguish them.
As we are only concerned with methylation, we restrict the reads to the genomic positions where the methylation level is greater than zero. The epigenomes and
reads may be represented as binary strings, where methylcytosine is set to 1 and the remainder to 0. Let R be a set of binary strings, which we assume are the reads produced
by a bisulfite sequencing experiment further restricted to methylation sites. For string
r ∈ R, let xri be the letter appearing at position i from r, which is 0 if unmethylated,
or 1 if methylated; let [ra , rb ] be the positions that r spans. Let C = {cj |j = 1 · · · k}
be the set of natural frequencies of epigenomes, where cj is the frequency of the j-th
epigenome, and k is the total number of epigenomes. When the model is used to detect
allele-specific methylations of a diploid organism, k equals to 2. Let M = {mij |i =
1 · · · n, j = 1 · · · k}, where mij is the probability of methylation of epigenome j at position i, and n is the length of the epigenome. The probability of observing string r
is
P (r) =

k
X

cj prj ,

j=1

where prj is the probability that string r originates from epigenome j, and
prj =

rb
Y
i=ra

(mij xri + (1 − mij )(1 − xri )).
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The probability of observing the set R is therefore
P (M, C, R) =

Y

P (r),

r∈R

or equivalently the log likelihood
X

l(M, C, R) =

log P (r).

r∈R

The optimization goal is to determine parameters C and M such that the probability of
observing the set R is maximum, that is a set of parameters that best explain the reads.
We estimate array C and matrix M by maximizing the likelihood l,
argmaxM,C

X

log P (r),

r∈R

which can be solved by using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster
et al., 1977). First, we define a membership matrix
A = {arj |r ∈ R, j = 1 . . . k},
where

 1 if r ∈ j,
arj =
 0 if r ∈
/ j.
As the membership of string r with respect to epigenome j is unknown, it is estimated
by its expected value as
cj prj
.
j 0 cj 0 prj 0

arj = P
The likelihood can then be rewritten as
l(M, C, R, A) =

k
XX

arj log(cj prj ),

r∈R j=1

and the optimization becomes
argmaxM,C

k
XX
r∈R j=1

arj log(cj prj ).
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As the maximization of l is constrained by

Pk

j=1 cj

= 1, we will use Lagrange multiplier

and maximize the unconstrained function
l(M, C, R, A, λ) =

k
XX

arj log(cj prj ) − λ(

r∈R j=1

k
X

cj − 1).

j=1

Substituting in prj , we have
l=

k
XX

(arj log prj + arj log cj ) − λ(

r∈R j=1

=

rb
k X
XX

k
X

cj − 1)

j=1

arj log(mij xri + (1 − mij )(1 − xri )) +

r∈R j=1 i=ra

k
XX

arj log cj

r∈R j=1

k
X
− λ(
cj − 1)
j=1

=

rb
k X
XX

arj (xri log mij + (1 − xri ) log(1 − mij )) +

r∈R j=1 i=ra

k
XX

arj log cj

r∈R j=1

k
X
− λ(
cj − 1).
j=1

Maximizing l with respect to M, C, λ yields the following set of equations


X
X
1 − xri
xri
∂l
= 0 =⇒
arj
−
= 0 =⇒
arj (xri − mij ) = 0
∂mij
mij
1 − mij
r
r
X arj
1X
∂l
= 0 =⇒
− λ = 0 =⇒ cj =
arj
∂cj
cj
λ r
r
!
XX
X 1X
∂l
= 0 =⇒
arj = 1 =⇒ λ =
arj
∂λ
λ r
r
j
j
which lead to the update equations at each M-step iteration of the EM algorithm as
follows,

P
r arj
cj = P P
,
r
j 0 arj 0

P
r arj xri
mij = P
.
r arj

When the algorithm converges, the matrix M contains the predicted methylation levels
for each epigenome in the mixture.
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5.3

Detection of allele-specific methylations (ASM)
In this section we describe how the model is used to detect allele-specific

methylated regions. Notice that the ASM is not a precisely defined term. It generally refers to a significant difference between the methylation levels of the two alleles.
First, the methylome of a diploid individual is scanned for partially methylated regions
(PMR) as candidates for further analysis. Second, for each candidate region, the reads
that align to this region are computationally assigned to the two alleles and the methylation levels from each allele are estimated. Last, regions are classified to allele-specific
or nonspecific methylated regions, based on reads assignments and the predicted methylation levels from the previous step. A synthetic methylome is used to test the model
and to illustrate the details of each step.
We remark that determining whether a read along with its methylcytosines has
a higher probability to originate from one allele or the other relies on the differences
between the reads, i.e., the methylation states of the cytosines on the reads. The density
of methylcytosines of a genome relative to the read length in a sequencing experiment
is therefore critical. For instance, if, on average, a read covers at most one methylcytosine, then there is very little hope to deconvolve the allelic methylation states without
additional information. While anticipating the rapid growth of the read length in highthroughput sequencing technology, we first tested our method on Arabidopsis thaliana,
which has a reasonably high methylation density: The median genomic distance between consecutive methylcytosines on chromosome 1 of A. thaliana Col-0 is 15 (see
Figure 5.1), while the typical read length of an Illumina sequencer is between 100 and
150 bp presently.

5.3.1

Identify partially methylated regions (PMRs) as candidates
To detect allele-specific methylated regions, the whole methylome is scanned

for partially methylated regions as candidates, as there is obviously not much difference
between the two alleles if the methylation level of a region is near nil or complete. A
contiguous methylated region (CMR) refers to a genomic region where the genomic
distance between any two consecutive methylcytosines is no larger than a separation
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of genomic distance between consecutive methylcytosines of
chromosome 1 of Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 (At1). Median is 15. About 84% methylcytosines are within 100 basepairs from their immediate neighboring methylcytosines.
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threshold s, which is set at around a width comparable to the read length. Each CMR
is scanned with a fixed-width sliding window where the window width is the number
of methylcytosines. A fixed-width window inside a CMR is classified as a PMR if no
fewer than 90% of the methylcytosines are at most 70% methylated (Lister et al., 2008).
Consecutive PMRs within the same CMR are merged into a single region.
The dataset being tested is a synthetic methylome that is made up by combining the reads of two methylomes from Arabidopsis root cells: epidermis (Wer+) and
endodermis (Scr+). The root cells are obtained by flow sorting; their methylomes by
MethylC-Seq bisulfite sequencing (Lister et al., 2008). The genomic length of the reads
is 83 basepair. The reads from one cell type in the mixture are treated as if they are from
one allele of the synthetic methylome. The allele-specific methylation of the synthetic
methylome is therefore simulated by cell-specific methylation in the mixture. Forward
strand and reverse strand are processed separately.
The separation threshold s is set to 100 bp. Each CMR is scanned with a sliding window of width 20, 35 and 50 methylcytosines respectively. Each PMR in the
synthetic methylome is labeled as either cell-specific (allele-specific), if no less than
90% cytosines in the region are methylated in only one of the two cells, or nonspecific
otherwise. For the purpose of learning, consecutive windows within the same CMR are
merged into one region only if they are labeled as the same type. Figure 5.2 shows the
size distribution of the regions with minimum width 20. The median width is 23 for
both cell-specific regions and nonspecific regions. For a sliding window of width 20,
both cell-specific regions and nonspecific regions have a median width of 23 methylcytosines. All of the cell-specific regions and around the same number of randomly
selected nonspecific regions are kept as samples for further analysis. The samples are
divided into training samples and testing samples (Table 5.1).

5.3.2

Predict allelic methylation levels
For each partially methylated region, the algorithm described in Section 5.2 is

applied with k = 2. For each sample of the synthetic methylome, the reads from the
two individual methylomes are mixed together.
One potential problem with the EM algorithm is that it may converge to a local
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A

B

Figure 5.2: Size distribution of methylated regions of the synthetic methylome. Window
width ≥ 20 methylcytosines (mC). (A) cell-specific (B) nonspecific. Median size is 23
for both cases.
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Table 5.1: Samples of partially methylated regions for classification (mC: methylcytosine)
≥ 20 mC

≥ 35 mC

≥ 50 mC

Samples cell-specific nonspecific cell-specific nonspecific cell-specific nonspecific
Training

255

255

42

44

10

10

Testing

100

100

19

21

6

6

optimum. There are various ways to initialize the parameters. One initialization is to
randomly assign each read to a cluster, i.e., set arj = 1 at probability 1/k. Another
option is to set cj = 1/k, and then randomize matrix M . A third option is to randomize the membership matrix A, which appears to be the best option after testing with
simulated data. We run the algorithm L times, each with a new random matrix A as
the initialization. Let A1 , A2 , . . . , AL be the membership matrix when each individual
run converges, from which two new initializations are derived: AL+1 and AL+2 , for two
additional runs. They are defined as follows: for r ∈ R, j = 1 . . . k,
L

aL+1
rj

L+2
arj

1X i
a
=
L i=1 rj

 1 if j = argmaxk0 (aL+1
j =1 rj 0 )
=
 0 otherwise.

Of the total L + 2 runs, the one that converges to the largest likelihood is selected. A
subtlety here concerns the ordering of the clusters at the end of each run. As AL+1
takes the means from the results of the previous runs as its initial values, for better
result, the ordering of the clusters in each run is first made consistent with each other
before the averages are taken. Once a run converges, let A be the resulting membership
matrix. For read r ∈ R, let jr = argmaxj=1 k(arj ), and we say that read r is assigned
to cluster jr . Let Rj be all the reads that are assigned to cluster j, then {R1 , . . . , Rk }
forms a partition of R. Now let Ai1 and Ai2 be the resulting membership matrices of
two individual runs, and let {R1i1 , . . . , Rki1 } and {R1i2 , . . . , Rki2 } be the corresponding
partitions. Let p(1, · · · , k) be a permutation of (1, · · · , k). A matching between the two
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partitions is defined as

Pk

j=1

i2
|. We want to find the permutation such that the
|Rji1 ∩ Rp(j)

matching is maximum. This can be solved by a maximum weighted bipartite matching
algorithm. When k = 2, the algorithm is straightforward.
The matrix M yields a predicted level of methylations at each cytosine site.
Figure 5.3 illustrates two samples of partially methylated regions from the synthetic
methylome: one cell-specific and the other nonspecific. Both experimental and predicted methylation states are shown. The experimental data are from the individual
methylomes and are thus treated as “truth”. The predicted methylation states are used
for further classification.

5.3.3

Classify candidate regions with an SVM classifier
Once the methylation levels of each allele and the membership of reads are

predicted by the model, the regions can be characterized based on the predictions. Recall
that we used a rather simplistic rule to automatically label the samples in the synthetic
methylome when preparing the training and testing samples. One option is to use the
same rule to classify a region from predicted methylation levels. We hope to capture
more characteristics of the two classes however so multiple measures are employed for
this task when it is applied to the real epigenome. We also use the synthetic methylome
to train a support vector machine (SVM) classifier that is later used for a real single cell
methylome. Notice that the value arj gives the probability that the read r is from allele
j. If a read needs be assigned to a single allele, it should be assigned to the j that has
the larger value of arj , or formally, to cluster jr = argmaxj (arj ).
The features for SVM are extracted from the predicted methylation levels (M )
and allele frequencies (C). Recall that mij , where i = 1 . . . n and j = 1, 2, at the end of
the computation represents the predicted methylation level of i-th cytosine of j-th allele,
and mij ∈ [0, 1]. The computed allele frequency is represented by cj , where j = 1, 2.
Define a function

 1 if mi1 +mi2 ≤ 0.2,
2
lowi =
 0 otherwise.
A total of nine features are defined as follows,
1. Rate of sites having overall low methylation levels:

1
n

P

i

lowi .
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Figure 5.3: Experimental (top) versus predicted (bottom) methylation levels of the synthetic methylome. Experimental methylation levels from Wer+ are shown in blue circles, Scr+ in red circles. Two colors in the bottom figures indicate two alleles of the
synthetic methylome. The one on the left is of an allele-specific region: chromosome 1:
[7313026, 7313482] on forward strand. The region contains 50 methylcytosines (mC);
160 reads are aligned to this region. The one on the right is of a nonspecific region:
chromosome 3: [12698733, 12699133] on forward strand. The region contains 42 mC;
367 reads are aligned to the region.
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2. Normalized total amount of methylation of the low-level methylation sites:
P
P
ij mij lowi /
ij mij .
3. Higher of the total amount of methylation of one of the alleles:
P
P
max( n1 i mi1 , n1 i mi2 ).
4. Lower of the total amount of methylation of one of the alleles:
P
P
min( n1 i mi1 , n1 i mi2 ).
5. Absolute difference between the total amount of methylation between the two
P
P
alleles: n1 | i mi1 − i mi2 |.
6. Sum of methylation level difference between two alleles:

1
n

P

i

|mi1 − mi2 |.

7. Ratio of sum of lower mC level at each site to sum of higher level at each site:
P
P
i min(mi1 , mi2 )/
i max(mi1 , mi2 ).
8. Same as above but only computed for 80% of the low level sites.
9. Ratio of computed allele frequency: min(c1 , c2 )/max(c1 , c2 ).
Both linear and radial basis function (RBF) kernels are tested; the latter yield better
performance. Five-fold cross-validation is used to select the best parameters for the
kernel function from each training set. The selected RBF models and the testing results
are shown in Table 5.2. In some of the false positive (FP) samples, both cells have
completely unmethylated reads and these reads are clustered together in the synthetic
methylome, which are then classified as allele-specific (cell-specific). We hypothesize
that these regions have allele-specific methylations in both individual cell types.
The weights from linear SVM yield a feature ranking. Even though it does not
directly reflect how they perform in the RBF model, they do provide a general confirmation. The highest ranked features are 2, 7, 3 and 4. Since feature 2 computes the total
amount of methylation of the low-level methylation sites, it should be expected that this
feature has a lower value if only one of the two clusters has low level methylation, i.e.,
the methylation is more cell-specific, while a higher value if the methylation level is
overall low, i.e., more similar between two alleles. It is also expected that if the methylation is cell-specific, the difference between the values of features 3 and 4 is larger
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Table 5.2: Testing results for classification of partially methylated regions
≥ 20 mC
Samples

≥ 35 mC

≥ 50 mC

cell-specific nonspecific cell-specific nonspecific cell-specific nonspecific

Predicted cell-specific

88 (TP)

13 (FP)

17

3

5

1

Predicted nonspecific

12 (FN)

87 (TN)

2

18

1

5

Accuracy

87.5%

87.5%

83.3%

RBF model

C = 8, γ = 2

C = 8, γ = 0.5

C = 8, γ = 2

unless cluster assignments are switched within the region. The “switching” may happen when a position in the region is covered by few reads such that there is insufficient
information to link the two segments adjacent to the position unless addition phasing
information is provided. Feature 7 on the other hand discounts this “switching” effect
for the cell-specific regions.

5.3.4

Identify ASM regions with multiple filters
Using an SVM classifier has its limitations. A classifier trained on one organ-

ism will certainly not be appropriate for other organisms. A classifier trained on one
cell type may be questionable for another very different type. When parameters for the
sequencing experiment change, the classifier should be retrained for the best result. In
addition, there may not be sufficient data samples for learning at all. Additional measures are therefore necessary for real data.
The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (mww) test is performed on the two clusters resulting from the mixture model. If the null hypothesis is rejected, one cannot readily
claim that the methylations are allele-specific. But if on the other hand the null hypothesis is not rejected, it is unlikely that the methylations are allele-specific. Two additional
filters are based on methylation rates. One filter is called low methylation rate (low). It
computes whether one of the two clusters is ≤ 10% methylated at ≥ 80% sites. The
other is called differential averaged methylation rate (diff). The averaged methylation
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Table 5.3: Classes based on differentially averaged methylation
d

class name

label

[0.0, 0.2]

Similarly methylated

ds

(0.2, 0.9)

Moderately differentially methylated

dm

[0.9, 1.0]

Highly differentially methylated

dh

rate for each cluster in the region is defined as
n

1X
mij
rj =
,
n i=1 mi1 + mi2
and the differential averaged methylation as
d = |r1 − r2 |.
Three classes are defined based on this measure and are listed in Table 5.3.

5.4

Detect allele-specific methylations for Arabidopsis
epidermis methylome
The methods are applied to the methylome of a single cell type, a root epi-

dermis (Wer+) cell from Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0. There are a total of 452 partially
methylated regions as defined in Section 5.3.1. The total genomic length of the regions
is 84397 basepairs, covering 9980 methylcytosines. 22926 reads are aligned to these
regions.
Once the methylation levels of the two alleles and the membership of all reads
are predicted by the models, the results are subject to four methods for classification
as mentioned in Section 5.3.4. Recall that the SVM model is trained on the synthetic
methylome made up of two Arabidopsis root methylomes, Wer+ being one of them. Table 5.4 shows the number of partially methylated regions predicted to be allele-specific
by each method and the intersection is taken so as to obtain the most conservative predictions. The first two rows of the table reflect the intersection taken between the dh
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Table 5.4: Predicted allele-specific methylated regions of Wer+
method

svm

low

diff

mww

intersection

regions

277

39

dh : 19

362

18 (1)

×

×

dm : 368

×

16 (2)

dm

×

192 (3)

×

class and all other criteria, and dm class and other criteria, respectively, totaling 34 regions. Table 5.5 lists their details, top block for group (1), bottom for group (2). Based
on the predicted methylation levels, both groups are highly allele-specific. While one of
the two alleles has nearly no methylation, in the first group of 18 regions, the other allele
is in general highly methylated, and in the second group of 16 regions, the methylated
allele is more partially methylated. An example from each group is shown in Figure 5.4.
If the criteria for allele-specific methylation are relaxed a bit by removing the rather
stringent filter low, many more regions (the last row (3) in Table 5.4) are admitted for
further examination. An example from this group is shown in Figure 5.5.

5.5

Discussion
We have described a computational model for resolving distinct epigenomes

from a heterogeneous sample. In particular, we applied this model to identify allelespecific methylated regions. The reads from potentially multiple epigenomes are mapped
to a common reference genome. The goal is essentially to infer the distinct methylation
patterns from the mapped reads. Our approach is different from previous attempts in
that it does not rely on SNPs, which are few and far between when compared to methylcytosines.
The model was tested on a synthetic methylome. The classification based on
the the mixture model in conjunction with an SVM classifier yielded an accuracy of
87.5%. Even though the SVM approach is not always applicable to real methylomes,
since all the features are derived from the predicted methylation levels and cluster frequencies, the test results reflect the reliability of the predictions made by the model.
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Figure 5.4: Read assignments (top) and methylation levels (bottom) of the predicted
ASM regions of Arabidopsis Wer+ cell. Colors represent two alleles. Lines in top figures are restricted reads; dots on lines are methylations. Left: A region of Table 5.4(1):
chrom 4: [13269127, 13269376] − strand, with 28 mC. Right: A region of Table 5.4(2):
chrom 5: [17406449, 17406557] + strand, with 22 mC.
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Table 5.5: Predicted allele-specific methylated regions (>: downstream; <: upstream)
chrom.

coord start

coord end

#mC

strand

gene model (TAIR 9)

1

6173395

6173517

20

+

> AT1G17940.1

1

17295458

17295563

24

+

AT1TE57315 −

1

17824930

17825022

20

+

AT1TE59180 −

1

18450185

18450342

20

−

AT1TE61145

1

21929675

21929885

21

+

Intergenic

2

7089119

7089281

21

−

AT2G16380 3’UTR +

2

7340522

7340662

23

+

AT2TE29970

2

14386759

14387012

23

+

> AT2G34060.1

3

12092053

12092151

20

+

AT3TE50300 −

3

16726743

16726938

29

−

> AT3G5570

4

2367251

2367352

20

+

< AT4G04670.1

4

10912792

10913005

25

+

AT4TE50030 −

4

11932172

11932467

24

+

AT4TE55210 −

4

13269127

13269376

28

−

AT4TE62330

5

5128508

5128716

22

−

AT5TE18530

5

8215115

8215303

24

+

AT5TE29690 −

5

22267311

22267477

25

−

AT5TE80145 +

5

26117272

26117538

20

+

AT5TE94040

1

18054504

18054609

20

−

Intergenic

1

21249227

21249472

20

+

AT1TE702195 −

1

29696108

29696354

26

+

< AT1G78960

2

2168534

2168695

21

−

AT2TE09960

2

11844725

11844944

20

−

AT2TE51520

2

11844762

11845016

25

−

AT2TE51520

3

10865759

10866031

21

+

> AT3TE45180

3

12092064

12092269

25

+

AT3TE50300 −

3

16266681

16266822

21

+

< AT3TE65920

3

16934173

16934369

20

−
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Figure 5.5: An example from Table 5.4 group (3): Region: chrom 1: [77393, 77508] −
strand, 20 mC. Left: reads assignments. Right: predicted methylation levels.
Additional multiple filters for allele-specific methylations may further reduce the number of false positives.
We applied the methods to regions of the genome with relatively high density
of methylcytosines with each region being treated independently. By taking advantage
of pair-end reads and other information, it will also be possible to do phasing and extend and connect the regions. Our model assumes that methylations are independent of
each other. Methylations in some regions have a tendency to occur in clusters, which
indicates a certain dependency. While our model gives a reasonably good first order
approximation, Markov chain based models perhaps may be explored to take the dependency into consideration. Identifying allele-specific methylations is still only at initial
research stages. Another direction for future research is to focus on understanding the
functionalities of the allele-specific methylations, for instance, how they are related to
allele-specific expression. More complicated heterogeneous epigenome samples may
arise from a mixture of various cell types, or a mixture of cancerous cells at various
stages, which present yet more and greater challenges than the allelic methylations of a
diploid cell.
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